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1. Definition: The FY...1-M dama,e essescacnt is a documenttd record
of Cl/CM and oti,er tite11iece 1:Ifornation passed b.' American Intelligence Services to tJ..e West i.;•rman Intelliuence Service (BND) from midAugust 1953 until 6 November 1961, s period durint which the 11D Headwas a senior
quarters we penetrated by KU/4 agent, Hein4 11111.11.
ND CI officer responsible for the conduct of C4 operations against the

run

Soviets. He had access to BAD files, including American Intelligence
information, particularly tnat related to tie Soviet Intelligence services. Accordingly, the MIS damage assessment is an itemised record
pt the AI3 information available to this KGB agent. The assumption is
that num reported this information to the Soviets in fulfillment of
his mission as a penetration agent until hie arrest.

2. TIM Access: nag met regularly with members of the CIA
lialsonstaff accredited to BAD Headquarters and with selected CIA
case officers at other bases in Germany. Thus, in addition to written
(theXIM-yellov memorandums used for official corrospoadanc. from CIA
to the BAD in Munich) and-documentary information sent him by t'341 CIA
liaison staff, FELY1 was also tne direct recipient of AIS isfOreation
orally from his CIA colleacuee. He also had unrestricted access to .
the MD central card index in vidch A18 awe trace data, seat or
requested from the BAD, was and is recorded as ouch. Finally, it is
known that 7111,72 eluded compartmentation within the SID and wee ski 11.
ful in eliciting information from his felLow colleague+ regerdi54 their
knowledge of All interest in BAD activities and targets outfit& his
ova field of specialty, e.g. operations against the Satellite aervieeo.

•

3. Documentary Boils and Product: F,cts on the eamages presumably
incurred by the American Intelligence services ea a reeult of this MOD
penetration wore assembled priMarily time the records of the CIA ltaloos
Sterfilacrodited to HMA Headquarter,. this iatioded the cosprobeseles
ravioli of the *yellow smsoraade sad CM official dioponanno, comae
reports somas forth* record, etc. which »lorded also oral 11110i1101011
with min. The MIS damage assessment is the prodmot of %bee remise
which oncospaseed the body of vrittrne evidence fros tobrmary 1,13 to
6 November l961. Pros these remoras ea sotiest* bf the sedum* sad
sigatficasce of easprosise of sack item' or versos VW I.
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4. Personalities having come ,to FELFS's attention
must be assumed to have been compromised in varying degrees. Those have been grouped as follows;
1. Subject compromised to RIS by FELFE
II.

Subject probably compromised to RIS by FELFE
who learned of CIA interest in Subject orally
from a CIA Case Officer.

III. „64)ject probably compromiled to RIS by FELFE
who learned of AIS interest in Subject from
resse
CIA.
IV. Subject po*ibly compromised to RIS by FELFE
who had access to AIS information passed in .
a written memorandum by CIA to the BND (West y
German Intelligence Service)
Namei- Tra6ef-g—Sou • se aware. la
compromised in the
context of this paper means that the person involved may
have been brought to the attention of MIS as "being connectea with or being subject of interest to US or Western
Services" (to the degree and in the manner indicated by
Roman Numeral category above). This paper can give no
indicatiop how such'information may have been used by Rig.
5. The date appearing on RID Index cards under
remarks is the earliest date on which FELFE to the best
of our knowledge came into possession of the information
and/or may have compromised the InfonQation.
6. If further details arc needed additional information may be obtained from EVG/Liaihen.
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Extra copies FELFE Damage Assessment destroyed.
Retain transmittal memos in Copy # 1.
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XMMORANDOX Pen: Director of Central intelligence
VIA:
Amass ColhotY Dirloster (Plasa)
SISWICT:
Reins YEA Damage Assessment
1. This somorg
is for the information of the
DOI and requires no iadem
action.
S. During this briefing in Yrnakturt by the Chief,
Menieb Liaison Dams reforms** was made to sisr assessmost of the damage . suffored es a result of the YUJI
penetration et the
SOD, Atteebsd is a copy of the
mammary et Ow Smogs Ansessment (ilab A) prepared by
the Sestown Shrove Division on the Min mum and
campy of the *imago Assessment itself (Tab D).
David E.

Murphy

David X. Murphy
Chief
Rasters 'furore Division
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, ES/Germany
ATTENTION

ES/Germany/Liaison Desk

SUBJECT

Heins FELIPE Diunage Assessment

REFERENCE

Memo to C/SR from C/EE, dated 5 Feb 63

Many thanks for sending us a copy of the Heinz FELFE damage
report. Officers from SR/3 and SR/CI have read it. The only
questions that have arisen concern the AECYMAR complex. While
It seems that the work against the East German interpreters was
well protected against UPHILL, UPHILL did have an interest in
j (throve, a
and c.
J, and FELFE
could have warned the KGB about these persons if he knew of the
UPHILL interest. We would appreciate seeing the detailed assessment
of the machine program record.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

Chief, SR Division

SUBJECT:

Heinz FELFE Damage Assessment

FEB -f63

1. Attached for your information are controlled
numbered copies three (3) and four (4) of the Heinz FELFE
Damage Assessment prepared by EE Division.
2. These copies are for your personal use and
such dissemination within your division as you deem
necessary and consistent with the assessment's sensitivity.
3. EE welcomes any comments or additions you
or your staff care to make on this basic document. They
should be forwarded through Chief, EE/Germany to the
attention of the Liaison Desk.

F

-1

_J

David E. Murphy
Chief
Eastern Europe Div sion
Attechment: Damage Assessment
Copies three (3) and four (4)
-4
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director (Plans)
WA:

Assistant Deputy Director (Plans/

SUBJECT:

Heinz FELFE Damage Assessment

1. This memorandum is for your information and requires no
action. It represents a synopsis of the detailed damage assessment
attached covering the activity of Heinz FELFE, a KGB penetration of
the West German Intelligence Service (BND) from 1951 to 1961.
2. From June 1959 until his arrest on 6 November 1961 Heinz
FELFE was the most knowledgeable of all END officials on CIA operations against the Soviet targets in East and West Germany. With already
some 8 years of experience as a KGB penetration of the BND, considerably more as a counter-intelligence officer, and a high degree of native
intelligence and cunning, the KGB could only have evaluated his agent
performance from that date as of the highest calibre. From the time of
his entry on duty with the BND in November 1951, FELFE began to build
with KGB assistance a reputation within the German Service as a Soviet
operations expert. This reputation grew as he rose in BND ranks until
he was able to so deeply ingratiate himself with the END that he attained
a position whereby he could initiate, direct, or halt any BND operations
and later some of CIA's to the ultimate advantage of the Soviets.
3. As a result, the degree of compromise of operations, personnel
and facilities in Germany has been very heavy. The details of more than
65 CIA REDCAP and LCLMPROVE operations and a few of the REDSKIN
type are known to the opposition as is much of their related M/O. The
extent and depth of our liaison relationships with West German intelligence
and police organs is known to the Soviets. FELFE has provided the KGB
with information which makes both CIA and the 13ND" vulnerable to intensive
CA attacks from the East. Over 100 CIA staffers were exposed in either
true name or alias. The damage is not confined to the approximately
15, 000 recorded individual items of known or possible compromise, but
includes the more difficult to document loss occasioned by FELFE' s manipulation of certain operations on behalf of the KGB in either the planning
stage or during actual execution. His influence on some members of the
BND was of such degree as to permit him at times to dictate liaison policy
vis-a-vis the Americans with respect to Soviet operations.
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4. FELFE became so intimately concerned with CIA/BND operations
against the Soviet installations and personnel in Bonn, Cologne, and
Karlshorst that he was able to keep the Soviets sufficiently current on
CIA strengths and weaknesses to allow the KGB wide latitude in countering
most of our efforts. Frankfurt Operations Base formalized its joint
operations with the BND in June 1959 for the primary purpose of obtaining
BND support for audio-surveillance operations in the Federal Republic.
Success should have been realized in a fair number of the many audio
ventures, however, FELFE's timely reporting to the KGB and occasional
blocking of planned action resulted either in their complete failure or a
worthless product. Berlin Base entered into joint Karlshorst operations
with the BND in july, 1959 under a system which would have provided BOB
with reasonable control over BND activity and maximum security for the
Base's own assets. Again FELFE was able to provide the KGB with such
extensive data on CIA Karlshorst targets, intentions, and M/0 that in time
the Base suffered virtual neutralization of its efforts in Karlshorst.
5. CIA's losses were not confined to the period after June 1959
although they did reach their peak from that date until Spring 1961 when
the FELrE investigation became intense. For several years prior to the
inception of the joint operations for which FELFE was the responsible BND
officer, he had received periodic briefings and CIA reports on the Soviet
Intelligence Services and their activities in East and West Germany. He
had been privy to several.operations on a case by case basis. FELFE had
also been the guest of CIA at Headquarters for a week's briefings and a tour
of the United States in September 1956. It does appear, however, that the
earlier stages of his hostile career were devoted primarily to the collection
of data on the BND and other West German governmental agencies with
which he was in liaison.
6. Damage to the BND caused by FELFE's betrayals is of the broadest scope because of his deep insight into BND operations, policy, and
administrative procedures. Here he was assisted by his fellow KGB agent
and BND colleague, Hans CLEMENS. Although he has failed to admit much
of what both CIA and the BND believe he compromised, what is known
indicates that all major BND CE operations were compromised. To this
must be added the compromise of all key BND headquarters personnel as
well as a relatively high number of field officers.
. FELFE easily crossed BN-r) compartmentation lines using the
weapon of elicitation with skill to obtain information not exclusive to the
Soviet sphere. Munich Liaison Base received an "off the record" report
from a responsible BND officer that the E ND front office is convinced the
-2-
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majority of the Service I s tactical sources in East Germany were compromised and under hostile control as a result of FELFE t s activities. BND
officers were warned that these East Zone sources may possibly be used
as channels for Eastern deception operations. MLB was also informed
unofficially that a number of BND agents reporting with high speed transmitters had been lost in recent months and other determined beyond
reasonable doubt to be under hostile control.
8. Although admittedly intangible, the p4ychological damage within
the BND created by the arrest of a to-worker is significant. It may become difficult to restore es* de corps at all levels. FELFE t s treachery
likewise, and possibly more significant, created a confirmed distrust on
the part of outsiders both within the German government and foreign services which presumably will manifest itself in official transactions.
9. As one of the senior and most active BND liaison officers in
contact with almost all West German Internal Security and Police services
and several Federal Republic ministries and departments, the KGB in
effect also gained through FELFE a valued penetration of these groups
inflicting considerable damage on most of them. The American military
intelligence services also suffered losses particularly in the revelation of
operational interest in individuals traced with the BND and brought to
FICLFE t s direct attention.
10. The assessment makes no attempt to gloss over the extensive
damage done to CIA and the BND by FELFE. Continued investigation of
'eats to pos sible additional penetrations and follow-up on all aspects of the
damage report now occupies most of the time of our Liaison Staff in Munich.
11. Despite this evidenoe of serious compromise, we cannot withdraw from liaison with the BND. It remains the Foreign Intelligence
Service of the Federal Republic of Germany and as such provides us with
a valuable channel to the German Government and a means for monitoring
the attitudes, concepts and plans of that Goyern.ment, particularly with
respect to foreign and security policies. We intend to shape our liaison in
the future with this in mind while conducting ourselves in a way which will
avoid the depth of operational involvement and personnel compromise which
characterized much of the past relationship.

3

'David E. Murphy
Chief
Eastern Europe Divi ion
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PREFACE
1. This paper is intended to present in narrative form an
assessment of the damage suffered by CIA and the West German .
Intelligence Service (BND) as a result of the most effective KGB
penetration of the latter service in the person of Heinz FELFE.
While the major portion of this review is devoted to CIA losses,
we do not wish to imply that the damage to the BND was of a lesser degree. More weighty consideration has been given to CIA's
damage because of the Agency's immediate concern in ascertaining
its own losses and their significance as well as the fact we lack
complete details on the BND's losses and were often forced to
generalize our comments in this regard.
2. FELFE was Chief of the BND Soviet CE Operations Branch
until his arrest on 6 November 1961. He had been employed by
the BND from November 1951, and he was stationed at the BND Headquarters since 1953. While the paper is almost exclusively devoted to consideration of the damage caused by FELFE, the readers are reminded that FELFE's work for the KGB was substantially
aided, particularly in the early days of his hostile career, by
his cohort, fellow BND employee and KGB agent Hans CLEMENS. On
the whole CLEMENS': revelations to the opposition were more damaging to the BND than to CIA since he was not closely involved to
any joint CIA/BND operations nor did he enjoy FELFE's higher status within the BND.
3. A more detailed and itemized damage assessment will result with the publication of the machine program record designed
specifically for this case. Approximately 15,000 entries covering name traces, CIA staffers, studies, equipment, - M/0, and other
operational paper compiled from CIA records covering liaison with
the BND since 1953 have been placed into the system. Selected
tabulations will be available in clear-text print-out to all Agency components and certain American services having the need for
such information. The names of individuals, excluding staffers,
involved will automatically, be melded into the RI Index system.
This machine record will also show the degree to which the compromise has been judged by the analysts. In many instances we
have been unable to definitely ascertain whether FELFE passed
the information. tothe,KGB or even whether he secured access to
data not directly prescribed for his information but at the same
time available to his service. With respect to the name tracing
done with the BND, the analysts' often faced some difficulty in
making compromise judgements, particularly in light of the known
fact that FrLFE often traced the BND registry on the KGB's behalf,
and it is now impossible to reconstruct just who and how many he

did trade through that registry for them. By necessity the final
decisions on
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decisions on certain CIA operations will have to be made by the
respansible desk and field case officers in direct relationship
to operational patterns and events discerned in their respective
cases either prior to or since FELPE's arrest.
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INTRODUCTION
1. Operational Details: Heinz FELFE was recruited for the
KGB by Hans CLEMENS in 1950 or 1951, according to their statements.
The possibility exists that,he . might have been recruited by the
Soviets even prior to that time, however, there is no proof of this,
only conjecture based on some knowledge of Soviet M/0 and opinion
such as that oi EL
_3 We can first date their activity for the
/KGB from the.time•of DERYABIN's.defection in 1954 when he reported
7 /' the Soviets:had two important agents in the.West.German service,
"Peter" and "Paul". FELFE stated these were their first code names
with the opposition. From the information available it would appear
that this operation was being run_by the 1st Chief Directorate of
the KGB, German-Section and was personally supervised by the deceased.General.Aleksandr Mikhailovich KOROTKOV who met.FELFE Yon two
occasions posing as, the Director. FELFE and CLEMENS were handled
by the same case officer for almost 10 years, an unbelievably young
Soviet if their. physical descriptions of the case officer are to
be accepted. We have been unable. to identify this case officer,
referred to by both as ALFRED. The operation was resplendent
with almost all_known clandestine communications methods with the
exception of W/T and,the use of a legal or illegal resident in the
West, this latter form of commo they.were approaching at the time
of their arrests. The volume of material passed to the KGB via
FELFE and CLEMENS was extensive, comprehensive, and flowed in an
ever-increasing and uninterrupted .stream until the arrest.
2. Interrogations: Both FELFE and CLEMENS, the latter more
cooperative, were .interrogated by the Security Group from the time
of their arrest until early April 1962. FELFE was interrogated
under less than ideal conditions.by CIA from mid-April until early
May 1962. FELFE, as of this writing, is still undergoing questioning by a representative of the Bundesgerichtshof. There is no
record of his having been subjected to a hostile interrogation,
nor has the BND assumed control of the interrogation to date. His
trial is not expected before circa March 1963, CIA having received
no full explanation for its seemingly long delay. While in prison
he attempted on one known occasion to have papers he had written,
smuggled out, and is probably receiving open code communications
from the KGB through the device of almost weekly 10 page letters
from his mother in Dresden.
3. FELFE's Access: By virtue of his position as Chief of
the Soviet CE operations Branch and the fact that he was accepted
within the BNd as an operations expert, Heinz FELFE gained across
the board access to the BND,Soviet operational field and detailed
includknowledge of all joint CIA/BND,REDCAP and Cl/CE operations
(the
BND
desApplying.his
elicitation
skill
ing their product.
despite
BND
compartmentation
cribed him as "shamelessly curious"),
rules, he
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rules, he was also able to secure information at times not
solely related to the Soviet sphere, and was also called in
by other BND branches and division for advice or assigned
special projects even by General Gehlen.
4. Extent and Scope: The full extent of his betrayal
is unknown and, consequently, speculation must be held in
check. FELFE has failed to admit much of what CIA and the
BND believe he did reveakto the KGB. This also applies to
the overall scope of his activities on the KGB's behalf as
he has consistently sought to minimize his agent role. It
is perhaps a not too exaggerated statement that FELFE often
duped his BND colleagues and some of his liaison partners
sufficiently to advance his own, and, therefore, the KGB's
ends. As he rose within the BND ranks, the KGB in effect
gained a valued penetration not only of that service, but
ãlso Of almost all West German Internal Security/Police
organizations, certain Federal Republic ministries and de/ partments, and of major concern to us, of CIA activity in
East and West Germany directed against the Soviet target.
/7
We would be in error to ignore the fact that through elitóitation, manipulation, and recognized_ high degree of native
intelligence and cunning, FELFE . became over the years one
of the most knowledgable BND officials with respect to CIA
and other Allied operational activities in both Germanies.
In short, FELFE was a man fully able to serve two masters
- the KGB and the BND - well.

DAMAGE TO CIA
I. CIA SOVIET OPERATIONS
5. In assessing the damage caused by FELFE to CIA
Soviet Operations, most bases felt that the operational
approaches used against thECSoVitt targets in Germany
were classical and not peculiar to CIA. The fact, however, that such approaches and techniques were used coupled with the obvious circumstance that FELFE was often
able to inform the KGB in depth precisely where, how, and
by whom they were being attacked negated a major portion
of CIA activity against the Soviets since mid-1959 if not
somewhat prior. This date seems appropriate for general
damage assessment in this field because a) June 1959 saw
the formalization of Frankfurt Operations Base and END
cooperation against official Soviet installations in the
Federal Republic,
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Federal Republic, and b) joint activity against the Sarishorst Compound in East Berlin involving Berlin Operations
Base and the BND was formally proposdd in July 1959 and
accepted shortly thereafter. FELFE was the responsible
BND officer for both activities. From this point in time
CIA undoubtedly became FELFE's major CI target. Prior to
this he had been appraised of certain CIA Soviet Cr activities on either an individual case ba6is, through lectures
and background papers given the BND, and through Hans CLEMENS
who covered the Bonn/Cologne targets for the BND.until early
1958.
6. It is not inconceivable that agitation and manipulation on his part had much to do with the ultimate formalization of joint operations against the Soviet targets.
It assuredly caused much of the Adoelpy's release of information and revelation of certain agent assets and M/0 to
the BND, more often than not directly to FELFE. With his
intimate knowledge FELFE was able to provide the Soviets
with a fairly accurate picture of CIA's eommittment in
man-power and material against the Soviet targets and keep the
KGB abreast of both our strengths and weaknesses. The
picture he could present to the Ka-rncluded:
A. Knowldege of speciAl and sizable operational
sections at BOB directed against the Karlshorst Compound and other Soviet targets in East Berlin and at
FOB against the official Soviet installations in the
Federal Republic.
b. Operational support elements, tools, and material at the Agency's disposal and which we were
willing to pass to the END,
1. EWtensive REDCAP and LCIMPROVE file material including defector and FJNOCTURNtheports
2. Technical facilities and technicians available in the field (S/W, audio, documentations, etc)
3. Extensive real estate, communications channels, operational phone numbers, courier assets

4. Bahkground studies and papers prepared by
SR and other divisions.
C. Revelation of
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c. Revelation of agent assets
was not given, often the position or.
dicated to PELEE.

If the identity
was in-

ACC-dSS

d. Positive intelligence reporting on Soviet
intentions and analytical reports on Soviet target
installations and personalities. BOB alone passed
the BND and PELEE directly 76 intelligence and
status reports on Karlshorst and Soviet intentions in
Berlin from 1958-1961 and several Karlshorst Installation studies. Numerous identifications and bio
data were passed by FOB for inclusion in the BND
Handbook on Soviet officials in the Federal Republic.
e. The extent CIA would aid and abet the
German liaison services in activities against the
Soviets, and the Agency's willingness to frequently
engage in joint operations in Germany.
f. The extent the Agency would go in order to
induce defection of RIS of
as reflected in the
offer of $50,000 plus $1,000 a month in place to the
RU officer in the CARECOVER case and the contemplated
use of DERYABIN in an approach to Vasiliy Romanovich
SITNIKOV in Bonn. Both of these operational plans
were known in considerable detail to PELEE.
II. SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL BASE LOSSES
A. Frankfurt Operations Base
7. Almost all FOB REDCAP activity prior to December
1960 is believed revealed to the KGB via FELFE in some degree. The extent of FELFE's knowledge of the BND's operations against the Soviet Embassy and Trade Delegations in
West Germany (referred to as INDEX by the BND) were summarized for the Oberbundesanwalt's office in Karlsruhe for use
in FELFE's prosecution. Pertinent portions are quoted here
since they apply to all the information we gave or shared
with the BND in this field of endeavor. The entire document is attached to this paper as TAB F.
"FELFE took
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"FELFE took over INDEX in February 1959. Although
not a member prthor . to this, he was, however, able
to get information from Hans CLEMENS. With the
facts provided by CLEMENS the KGB possessed broad
enough knowledge to levy well-conceived questions
on FELFE and therefore, had, through FELFE, the
possibility for determining the reasoning behind
and the background of the individual missions
assigned to CLEMENS by the Munich INDEX staff to
include ultimate objectives toward which (CLEMENS)
was being directed - things which CLEMENS could
not report to the KGB...(After FELFE took over)
he had access to all previously obtained (since
1956) and concurrently developed items of information...to include collatoral info from German
and frienUTY—ger-VTFes."
8. What is also important and what appears as a pattern
in the study of many of the unsuccessful FOB/BND operations

in West Germany is the fact, again quoted from the above cited
BND paper, that "FELFE had extensive latitude in deciding what

projects to pursue and those to drop." File research indicates

that FELFE was as successful in killing some operations by merely dragging his feet long enough or atth;e.last minute cancelling the planned action as he was in allowing it to continue
and then informing the Soviets to permit them to take defensive or neutralizing action.
9. Audio Operations: Not one of the many audio surveillance operations planned and executed in the Bonn/Cologne area
by the Frankfurt Base and the BND ever produced. They either
aborted immediately after installation or the take was valueless because of Soviet Counter-measures. The cause of their
failure can be placed on FELFE in almost each and every case.
Innumerable hours of technicians' time were wasted either
making the original installations or repairing what was erroneously believed to have been faulty equipment. FELFE has
admitted informing the KGB of the telephone taps on the Soviet
Embassy in Bonn and the Trade Delegation in Cologne. While he
did not admit informing the Soviets that CIA shared the take,
he probably told them this also. It may also be signitcant
that FOB was only receiving the processed material fro the
Embassy tap by mid-1960, a product which was untimely and of
little value. The "problems of liaison and German government
policy" which prevented our receipt of the raw traffic after
that date may have been generated by FELFE.

10.
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10. He represented the BND in the audio surveillance
operation against the Red Chinese News Agency in the Bonn
area, an operation complicated by the fact that the British,
Dutch, BND, and CIA were all participating. The initial
take in this operation was of little or no value, and another attempt was cancelled because of the then clear implications in the FELFE investigation as it progressed during
the summer of 1961. Among the last Soviet EEIs issued to
FELFE before his arrest was a request for information on
PIAllA, the BND crypt for the operation against the _Red
Chinese News Agency. FELFE claims not to have informed
the KGB of the audio operation aspect, but we find it
somewhat incredulous that he confined his remarks to the
passage of "one single report produced in this case which
contained nothing but the registration dates of Red Chinese
living in Bad Godesberg".
11. FOB's Liaison and Coordination Roles: FELFE had
a clear picture of the scope and degree of FOB i s liaison
with the BfV in connection with the effort against the
Soviet targets in West Germany. If he did not learn of
each specific instance of CIA/BfV cooperation frcm us •,
through routine or special exchange, he secured the info
from briefings by his iitfV counterpart, a
who had great trust in FELFE. Five or six FOB case officers, all in operationalalias with the exception of one
who was known to FELFE from the officer's previous duty
at MLB, were known to FELFE and presumed reported to the
Soviets.
12. He was fully informed as to FOB's _tole as the
chief coordinator in the RU CARECOVER operation which
and some
involved many of the West German;
American services until its ultibiate roll-up. This included the CIA attempt to defect the RU case officer.
FELFE acknowledged keeping the. KGB suffciently informed
on this operation so that with no difficulty they were
able to monitor and neutralize the defection attempt.
B. Berlin Operations Base
13. Prior to the mid-1959 agreement between BOB and
the BND for joint activity against the Karlshorst Compound, FELFE and other BND members had received periodic
reporting on the status of the Compound, the RIS and its
operations out of the Karlshorst centers, and other reports
on the Soviets resident in East Berlin and their activitsi4s.
BOB's offer
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BOB's offer to support the BND in its operations into Karlshorst was intended to providethe Base with day to day monitoring of the BND plans and actions and to prevent flaps
within an extremely confined area which would endanger the
security of the Age,Ary's operations. In July 1959 FELFE
received a rather detailed briefing on Berlin Base targets
in Karlshorst and the methods of operation employed to
obtain our objectives. It had become increasingly difficult to run operations into tilie)Compound because of increased
security measures on the part of the Soviets and the MfS,
but after July 1959 it is possible to trace a rather definite pattern of opposition measures which eventually resulted in almost virtual neutralization of BOB's Karlshorst
efforts. There can be no question but what FELFE is largely responsible for this situation.
14. Karlshorst Operations Losses: Many of BOB's losses
were not occasioned by the direct FE3ift to KGB channel. They
resulted when FELFE notified the KGB of a CIA agent's identity or position after ht5or her surfacing to the BND, and
the agent in turn came under hostile, KGB or MfS, control.
The inevitable chain reaction then began which explains the
larger number of support facilities, case officers, and
other materials now considered compromised in one degree or
another. BOB is fully aware of its losses and has taken,
where possible, corrective aCtion.
15. Seven BOB agents were either identified in tTue
name as agents, tipped as . to our operational interest, or
their position described to FELFE. Two others, probably
were. Several af. these have either since their exposure
to FELFE been arrested or brought under hostile control.
A vast numher of trace replies and analysis based on BOB
file holdings were passed to the END all came to FELFT's
attention. They were furnished in support of BND Operations or the BND's need for solid background material for
future ops planning and research. FELFE knew the size of
Berlin's Karlshorst staff. , Six Base case officers and
the then Chief of Base met FELFE, all under operational
alias. Of these three dealt with him only on one or two
occasions. Onetrue name of a Office of Security officer
was exposed to FELFE with the slight possibility a second
officer's name was also exposed. Eight other BOB officers,
again all in ops aliaS, came to the attention of the opposition through controlled agents believed attributable to
FELFE. Operational support tools such as safehouse, accomodation addresses, phone numbers, license plates, and
communications systems were also lost.
16.

BOB Support to Alias BORG:
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16. BOB. Support to Alias BM. : : As part of the CIA/BND
cooperation, a END officer was;:provided.with an office. within the American Command Compound in . Berlin and necessary
logistical support. FELFE visited this office on occasions
and once substituted for the officer @BORG, also known as
TANNER, when the latter was on vacation. He had admitted
while being interrogated that he informed the KGB QBORG
was physicallf_located.within the Command Compound. This
obviously furnished grist for the Eastern CA mill and any
future attacks on the "West Berlin spy center". This support
to 'InORG and his physical location . within an American installation were the.most sensitive factors in the cooperation venture,
and BOB repeatedly, requested the END Headquarters to do 411
possible to keep OBORG's location restricted to a very limited
number of BND personnel. FELFE knew this, probably did not
inform his other BND colleagues, but did report it to the KGB.
17.
BOB Communications,Support . to the BND: Another most
sensitive example of CIA support to the END in Berlin which was
compromised by FELFElvas that rendered in the field of communications. CIA has for more than.ten years provided pouch
service for the END (BND crypt BASEBALL) between West Germany
and Berlin. USAF courier planes and the U.S. MilitaryAamty
train have been employed in the paSt, the latter for a period
in 1961.when allegations that the Air Force courier planes were
carrying END couriers and pouches into Berlin were rife in the
East Zone press during one of the crittcal periods prior to the
Wall. If FELFE . was not cognizant of all ihe mechanics involved
in transmittal of the:"Baseball" pouches, he was able to provide
general information as well as to furnish the KGB details on the
pouch and electrical communications service provided by BOB in
support of @BORG, FELFE's Karlshorstrepresentative. OBORG's
pouch, referred to - as the "DIAGRAM" pouch was inserted directly into the CIA pouch for Berlin Operations Base as it left the
Frankfurt center., When the END became impatient with the speed
of the,"DIAGRAM'e' transmittal, they frequently asked for and
received the support of DOB's cable facilities.

18. In addition to the pouching service, an emergency
communications center had been established in the U.S. Berlin
Compound some years ago for the BMWs use in the event of an
extreme Berlin emergency which would prohibit the continued use
of their regular electrical communications , channels with the
West Zone. The BND crypt for this plan and establishment was
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establishment was "KUBUS". Among the Soviet EEIs confiscated upon FELFE's arrest, was the question "whether the Plan
KUBUS remains in effect". FELFE received this EEI among
others at his early September 1961 meeting with the KGB.
When interrogatad on this point FELFE claimed he told his
KGB case officer in Decaember 1959 that KUBUS had been devised
in late 1959 (it had been established much earlier) and
was a plan to move full-time BND personnel, living in West
Berlin step by step from there to West Germany, and "to build
up needed sections such as new photo lab*, radio sections,
courier services, etc. which would withstand a crisis:' He
further adMitted the KGB wished to,4now in September 1961
"whether and where in Berlin new installations, had been created, for example, teletype offices, photo labs, etc. which
would start functioning only when the situation became tense".
FELFE's claim-that he "knew from.the beginning he wdUld never
be able to find out this information and told Alfred as much"
is ridiculous. If he was able in December 1959 to give the
KGB the general outline of the KUBUS program as noted above,
plus receive such incisive questions from them in retUrs,
his comments are invalid. Both CIA and the BND believe he
compromised KUMS6 The communications equipment was removed
from the U.S. Compound on 11 November 1961.
, C. Munich Liaison Base
19. MLB's damage was its severest in the number of CIA
staff officers known through.their service at the Base to
FELFE in true name. Perhaps as high as 100 have had some
acquaintance with FELFE or at minimunitheir names came to
his attention from the time of his arrival at END Headquarters in 1953 until his-arrest. He, quite naturally, did
not knowp/all well nor was he able to report on each one
in depth. As one of the more active and better known BND
officers, however, and with a KGB assignment to meet as
many CIA staffers as possible and pass their names, he
certainly covered more than his share of ground. FELFE
was able to keep the KGB well-informed of the size and
function of MLB, and the changes in both, brought about by
time and circumstances. Property under MLB control and
used for liaison . with the BND such as Brueckeraxid-Isar-House
are considered compromised.
D. Munich Operations Base
20. Damage here appears to be largely confined to certain KGB emigre D/A cases which did or could have come to
FELFE's attention
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FELFE's attention such as C—
'Y and C._
:3 and individuals of operational interest traced with the BND about whom
he would have either been informed or whom he might have uncovered running traces in the BND registry. The latter J..nstances
will be recorded in the machine damage record.
5071:49
E.

61)1.,X

TSD

ds,

21. Some ten Technical Services Division per onnel, of
which six are audio technicians, were exposed to the BND through
the operations in West Germany. FELFE knew or was in a position
to learn of most of them. Several items of audio equipment were
lost when the . Soviets uncovered the installations. These were
for the most part already believed compromised to the opposition,
Only the "Pipe-Pusher" technique used in the Chinese News Agency
operation is believed to have suffered its maiden exposure. An
estimate of the damage suffered by TSD is attached under TAB D.
FELFE knew of the TSD installation outside of Frankfurt/Main,
and also that the technicians employed by the Agency are staff
personnel. and not local contract agents. In connection with this
latter statement, we are fairly certain that FELFE learned the
American technicians arrested in CUba were CIA staff members, and
we can only assume that he hastened to report this to the KGB.
A question on this matter was not put to him during the recent
interrogations because of its sensitivity, and the real possibility
he may still have an open channel to the KGB.
F. Vienna Station
22. Vienna lost a source of economic reporting on Soviet
because
trade when they were forced to terminate .C_
his brother, turned over to the BND in March 1960, was compromised by FELFE.
23. Attached at TAB A is a summary of CIA operations
whose loss is attributable to FELFE It comprises those
operations brought to the attention of those responsible for
the FELFE damage assessment ollt uncovered during research into
the problem. It should not be considered complete, and it is
expected that more will become evident from the machine run and
continuing research. Field damage.assessments prepared by MLB,
BOB, and FOB are also attached at TAB E.

III. CIA Organization
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III. CIA ORGANIZATION
24. In the Field: FELFE was conversant with the organization of the German station. He was aware of the general location and probably the functions of each Base and theStation.
He also knew that we had representatives and capabilities worldwide and was aware of the assistance , we at times gave to his
service far beyond the borders of Germany. He personally ran
one case which ultimately resulted in the Hong Kong . C._
meeting, assisting, and performing a preliminary debriefing of
his agent following the agent's exit from Red China in 1957.
25. At Headquarters:
In September 1956 he visited CIA
Headquarters as one of 4 BND CE officers attending lectures
and touring the United States. While in WriShington, he
received briefings on CIA, the US Intelligence Community,
the RIS, TSD subjects, Satellite services, staff sectitity,
etc., and he met several ranking Headquarters officers as
well as renewed acquaintances with , staff personnel known to
him from their previous MLB service. We refuse to believe
that he did not report in detail on this trip, his protestations to the contrary. The copious notes found by the BND
after his arrest which cover this tdap support our view.
For a listing of briefing subjects, physical installations,
and staff personnel exposed to him during his Washington sojourn, see TAB B.
CIA STAFF PERSONNEL
26. FELFE has acknowledged that he generally passed to
the KGB the names of those CIA personnel he met during the
course of his official duties. While he was acquainted with
a considerable number, he probably wis unable to report in
depth on more than some 30-40 staffers. Those known to him
in true name are for the most part limited to staffers who
served at Munich Liaison Base, some Bonn Base personnel,
and those exposed during the September 1956 trip to Washing4

ton. The remainder were known to him in ops alias only.
From time to time he learned of the transfers and new assignments of former MLB officers, facts he would not have been

remiss in reporting to the KGB. A complete tabulation will
be made available when the machine run has been completed.
In the interim TAB C attached contains a list of 105 staff
members exposed to FELFE who were readily identified through
cureent Headquarters research. A notation has been added
as to whether the staffer was known in true or alias name.
The degree
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The degree to which each staffer, was compromised is not considered to be within the purview of the EE/G Liaison Desk and
is being referred to the responsible Agency officers and components.
27. In connection with staff personnel, it must also
be pointed out that CIA suffered a tremendous loss of man
hours during the close cooperation between the Agency and the
BND on Soviet operations between June 1959 and November 1960.
This involved not only technical personnel, but also case officer
and analydt_time. This in itself constitutes damage since the
opposition's cause is aptly served when CIA personnel and talents
are engaged in time-consOming fruitless pursuits. We could undoubtedly have been more effective pursuing other tac4s and away
from FELFE's close range observation.

V. CIA LIAISON IN GERMANY
28. Heinz FELFE was well-versed in the CIA/BND relationship in Germany from the time he joined the BND in 1951 and
particularly after he was assigned to their Headquarters in
1953. He most certainly was able and did keep the KGB current
on this liaison relationship. Again he was conversant with
CIA's role as coordinator when numerous intelligence agencies,
particularly West German and U.S. groups, shared operational
interest in specific targets. Such knowledge also ggve him at
least partial insight into our liaison relationships with other
American intelligence agencies in Germany as well as other NATO
services, for example the British and French.
29. What he could not ascertain from CIA or his own
organizations as to our relationship and cooperation enjoyed
with the West German Internal Security organizations, he was
able to elicit from his own liaison contacts with these organizations. He gained his knowledge in this sphere through either
the operations against the Soviets in West Germany, especially
the Bonn/g9logne area ones, or from such "trusting" contacts
the BfV. He knew a section at the Bonn Base dealt
as CI._J
with as many Of these agencies.
DAMAGE TO OTHER AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES
30. With comparative ease nuip would have been able to
learn the true identities of those . representatives of the Army,
Air Force, and Navy stationed at MLB and accredited through us

to the BND.
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to the BND. These we presume he reported as regularly as he
did the names of the CIA members which came to hit attention.
3. All trace requests and other operational paper passed
to the BND by the services which did or could have come to
FELFE's attention since 1953 have been processed into the
machine system.. It is anticipated that the results will show
CIC and MIG to have lost most heavily among the group of U.S.
military services with A-2 and OSI following. It is believed
that the results will also Show ONI to have lost only a few,
and FBI and Department of State losses very low. Each service and department will be informed upon publication.
32. Two 513th MIG REDSKIN agent groups, the Youngers
and Webers, processed their travel arrangements through the
BND agent
(Note: a
-3 was run by FOB for
some time when they believed him to be a unilateral source,
and it was not until 1960 that it became clear he was also
in the BND's employ. CIA relinquished their interest to
the BND with the understanding we would continue to receive
the take. FELFE controlled this case from BND Headquarters.)
Cursory examination only Of both these files raisesthe suspicion that their apprehension in .itheAoviet Union might have
been directly or in part attributable to FELFE's having alerted
the KGB after receipt of the
3 Reports.
C
DAMAGE TO THE BND
33. General Comment: We can not overlook the fact that
the damage suffered by the BND is at least indirectly a loss
of CIA's. It is impossible to catolog specific damage to
that service since they have not provided us with an inventory of their unilateral losses nor has FELFE confessed to
betraying many significant BND unilateral assets. We are
able, however, to outline in general terms our estimate of
damage they suffered. It is of the broadest scope because
of FELFE's insight into BND operations and policy as well as
administrative procedures. Appearing in the BND's estimate
of damage to their INDEX operations (TAB F already cited)
is the following statement which helps to place FELFE's perfidy in some perspective,
...during his period of employment with the BND,
FFLFE was shamelessly curious and recognized as
such, and that with disregard for all standing .
security regulations and through the fabrication
of alleged
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of alleged or the twisting of actual inter-relationships between his operations and the official
duties of other departments2land areas he was able
to garner information, the access to which would
normally not have been tranted him."
The damage as we see it is reflected in the following fields:
A. Compromised Operations
34. CE Operations:
All major BND CE operations must be
assumed compromised. There is every indication that the BND
considers this a:Jvalid assumption, and there appears to be a
reasonable degree of doubt as to whether the BND will continue
to maintain a CE staff as a separate entity, largely because
of the disruption of this staff's activity brought about by
FELFE and his apprehension.
35. Positive Operations:
There is also good reason to
believe that a large percentage of BND positive operations
were or may have been compromised by FELFE in view of his
established access to the OPTIK. The OPTIK is a series of
who-knows-whom schematic diagrams of all BND agent nets.
Individuals are identified therein by agent number, date of
birth, location, and occupation. All that is lacking is the
true name, and in some cases the true name initials - Appear.
Through the mechanics of the OPTIK, FELFE could have provided
information which would have compromised a high percentage of
the BND's claimed 600 positive agent assets in East Germany.
This possibility of compromise may seriously disrupt END positive collection capabilities in the OB and early warning areas.
36. The BND is now belatedly coming around to this point
of view as evidenced in a late November 1962 discussion between a MLB officer and a BND officer intimately concerned
with the FELFE affair. MLB learned that a memorandum had
been prepared by the BND front office citing their conviction that the majority of the BND's tactical sourcesin the
East Zone were compromised and under hostile control and
warned against their possible use as channels for Eastern
deception operations. Reasons given for this position were
the review of damage done by FELFE, the established degree
of his access to BND informatIon, and his possession of the
above-mentioned OPTIK. The BND's research had led them to
conclude FELFE could and probably did-uncover most of the
service's sources. The BND officer also remarked that a
number of KSG (agents reporting with high speed transmitters)
sources in
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sources in East Germany have been lost in recent months, and
others have been determined beyond reasonable doubt to be
under hostile control. Comment:
The information in this
paragraph was passed the MLB representative for our information only with caution that it was not certain we would hear
about these developments officially.
37. We must also point out that PELEE was in a position
to run unlimited file checks - and has admitted performing
this service at time for the KGB - and could destroy or alter
cards and documents.
38. The reader's attention is called to TAE F which was
prepared by the BND for the West German judicial authorities
and which concerns damage to the activity (INDEX) against
the Soviets in West Germany. Some of the joint CIA/BND operations are also discussed.
B. Compromised Staff Personnel
39. All key BND Headquarters personnel can be assumed
compromised by FELFE. He came to the Headquarters at such
an early date in BND history that it *as possible for an
alert insider to know: ordiscover the identity of any person employed there. FELFE was later in a position where
he could easily keep tabs on all key newcomers. His rank
and official duties also afforded him the opportunity to
learn the identity of a relatively high proportion of BND
field personnel, particularly those engaged in CIA operations, and these individuals must be assumed compromised.
Under interrogation, however, he acknowledged naming only
a few to his KGB case officer, an impossible feat vis-avis the KGB for him.
C. Compromised Administrative Practices
40. FELFE was intimately familiar with and in a position to compromise the BND Headquarters organizational
structure on a continuing basis. This familiarity likewise extended to the BND Field Organization. As an exam7.n. the BND
ple, FELFE admitted identifyin g C.
Washington representative, to the KGB, and as an indication of his ability to Art s a situation, he quite Corion as one of prestige where
rectly identified this
significant
business was transacted.
only little, if any,
He was also quite knowledgable of the mechanics in staff
recruitment, training
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recruitment, training program, as well as rotation and reassingment policies, the latter from the very inception of the program in view of his wide circle of acquaintances. Knowledge of
this sort obviously could facilitate further infiltration and
reertatments in place. by the opposition. As a parenthetidal
note in this regard, it is not at all, improbable that FELFE
functioned occasionally as. a spotter within the BND for the
KGB
D. Compromised Modus Operandi
41. FELFE possessed most BND operational documentation,
and it is aximMatic that he made these documents available to
the KGB upon request. He new well most BND operational procedures in the CI,..field and some.within the Fl collection
scope to include agent handling, establishment of bona fides,
procurement and passage of build-up material, use ol telephone
intercepts, communication methods, etc. He obviously was in
a position to inform the KGB of the cover methods used by the
service, of their heavy reliance on business cover and the first
fledging efforts in the Foreign Office cover line. The KGB
should have the BND's M/0 well taped as a result of their ten
years success 'with FELFE and CLEMENS.
E. Psychological Damage
42. Although admittedly intangible, the psychological
damage within the BND created by the arrest of a co-worker is
significant. While not a gregarious or overly friendly individual, he was nevertheless widely known and respected for his
professional competence - a reputation we might add built with
considerable KGB assistance. The concept of mutual trust was
shattered within the Wia when his hostile role was revealed,
and it may be most difficult to restore espirt de corps at all
levels. FELFE's treachery likewise, and possibly of more significance, created a confirmed distrust on the part of outsiders both within the German government and foreign services
which presumably will manifest itself in official transactions.
F. COMMENTS
43. In FELFE the KGB had a relatively high-level penetration of the BND Headquarters with a wide access to information
of keen interest to them. He has admitted little and appears
unwilling to admit to anything more than revelation of some
information on BND GE operations and a few staff members. His
interrogators have noted his egoism and a certain amount of
contempt
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of contempt for the BND both of which lead to the conclusion
that he probably went to some length to compromise BND operations and procedures particularly those which did not materially effect his own position or security. FELFE either provided
the information we believe attributable to him or the KGB
received this data from a presumably higher level and better
placed sources and was, therefore, not interested in pressing
him for information other than that which was his immediate
specialty. In either case it allows only the premise that the
KGB has a most detailed and reasonably current knowledge of the
BND and its operations. The only remaining alternative conclusion, and one rather impossible to accept, would be that the
KGB was guilty of failing to fully exploit a staff penetration
of a hostile service.
DAMAGE TO WEST GERMAN SECURITY AGENCIES AND MINISTRIES
A. General Comments
44. Heinz FELFE had official entree to all governmental,
and police/intelligence agencies of the
Federal Republic as well as to non-official organs which were
interested in the Soviet Embassy and Trade Delegation for
political, economic, cultural, security or other grounds and
whose objectives, plans, and decisions he had opportunity tO._
learn and in part to influence. Confiscated film at the time
of his arrest illustrated the scope and volume of material
from other security/intelligence'agencies and Federal Republic
ministries he had been passing the KGB since at least 1957-58.
In his statements to the SG, FELFE noted the continuing KGB
interest in the relationship between various Federal Republic
govermental organizatiaps and the degree of cooperation between .
them. The BND feele:Tfiat the Soviet desire for information in
this regard was not Eased on "abstract attempts to gain theoretical knowledge about the bureaucratic divisions or responsibility
in Bonn, but as FELFE himself.states, the questions the Soviets
repeatedly levied upon him have a deeper meaning which is obviously
the RIS operational plan to use its well-placed pair of agents,
FELFE and CLEMENS, for along other things, the protection of the
illegal activities of the Soviet Embassy in Bonn...and the Soviet
Trade Mission in Cologne". We are inclined to heartedly agree.
administrative,

45. Through the vehicle of the "LENA fl operation, which was
used by the KGB among other things to build up FELFE's reputation within the BND, FELFE was able to establish solid entree
to the Sicherungs Gruppe of the Bundeskriminalamt, to
the BfV,
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the BfV, security personnel within the Foreign Office, the
Federal Chancellors' Office, and the Federal Press and Information office alone. Once this was firmly established, then
his additional duties over the years afforded him even more
frequent access enhancing his reputation with these services
and agencies and greatly facilitating his info gathering
safaries for the KGB.
B. BfV (Office for the Protection of the Constitution TETernal Security Service)
46. Severity of Damaie: The BfV's damage as a result of
extensive. We have received
no official assessment from them, but out knowledge of END/BfV
cooperation, FELFE's position as the most active BND liaison
officer to the BfV, confiscated film, and comments made by the
BfV staff members to their CIA counterparts supports this viewpoint. The confiscated film carried photos 6f -tne BTV monthly
and weekly reports, reports on the monitoring of agent radios
in West Germany, the Schnellbriefe, etc.. FELFE Stated that he
had Ip een passing such information tO the KGB via film regularly
for two or three years. Through elicitation he learned from a
visiting BfV official enough details about Bogdan STASHINSKIY's
presence in West Germany to inform the KGB that BANDERA's murderer was in Western hands even though the BND had believed he
was fully compartmentated from this info.

FELFE's activities is believed

47. KIRPICHEV Case: He successfully thwarthed the planned
executive action against the KGB officer Dmitriy Ivanovich
KIRPICHEV who had been operating under cover of the Soviet insurance company in Hamburg. A victim of his own conceit, FELFE
could not resist telling his'SG interrogators the details of
how he informed the KGB of the BfV's planned action against
KIRPICHEV and suggested to them a plan whereby KIRPICHEV could
be removed from West Germany without raising any suspicions or
endangering FELFE's own security. In this instance he fancied
himself functioning both as a protector and advisor to the
Soviet service, according to the BND.
48. Foster of BfV/BND Liaison: FELFE continually strove
to weld the "working level" cooperation between himself and
the BfV and appears to have contributed considerably to the
which periodically existed between the BND and the
BfV particularly on the higher levels. One of his most frequent victims of elicitation - and thisltt time affected CIA
21 who also spent
operations as well - was the BfV officer
the majority of his time working on the Soviet targets. C

often discussed
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often discussed BfV cases personally with FELFE which otherwise may or may not have been brought to the END's attention
either in the spirit of one case officer to another comparing
interesting operations, or to secure the "expert's", FELFE's
advice.
C. Other Federal Republic Agencies
49. He had admitted to passing organizational charts and
plans of such Federal Republic government offices as the Foreign Ministry, Press and Information Office, OTfice of the
Federal Chancellor, and the Ministry of Defense. He probably
ran checks for the KGB on the personnel employed in these
agencies where possible. What positive intelligence he may
have obtained on these groups probably was also passed. There
would seem little doubt that he exploited his contacts within
the Security Group (Sicherungs Gruppe of the BKA) to the advantange of the KGB when requested or when he believed it would
enhance his own status with the Soviets.
D. Postal and Telephone Authorities
50. Since FELFE did much of the negotiating with the
Bundespost authorities on such matters as telephone taps and
routing, of surveillance lines, he was fully briefed on the
procedures and German government policies on such activity.
He maintained, according to the BND, full files and detailed
memoranda on these subjects, and we can only surmise that
these were included in the packets dispatched to the Soviets.
In late May 1962 PELEE attempted to smuggle out of prison a
summary of the operations involved in tapping the telephone
lines of the Soviet Embassy and the Trade Delegation . in West
Germany,. Although we have not yet to receive the details on
this action nor any specific comments as to just what he was
trying to accomplish, it appears that the document was slanted
to call attention to the unconstitutionality of these operations and to show FELFE as a conscience-smitten participant.
He probably also informed the KGB of the mechanics involved
and responsibilities for U.S. and Allied telephone postal
interception programs in Germany.
V. CONCLUSIONS
g ence losses in
51. Agency Losses: CIA's Counter-intelli
betrayals.
of
FELFE's
German y have been very heavy as a result
What positive intelligence he did deliver to the Soviets is
considered largely
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considered largely a by-product of his other activities on
their behalf. As CI
;rims commented, FELFE probably
delved more frequently into the FT field during the last
years of his career because the BND could not possibly initiate new CI operations as fast as he could compromise them.
52. The details of a large number of CIA REDCAP and
LCIMPROVE operations against the Soviet targets in Germany
and a few of the REDSKIN operations are known to the opposition as is much of their related M/0. The extent and
depth of our liaison relationships with West German intelligence and police organs is known to the Soviets. The damage
to the BND itself from a penetration of FELFE's skill and high
degree of access is clear. Both CIA and the BND are vulnerable
to intensive CA attacks from the East. We must also recognize
the fact that the KGB has been able to open new and add to
others of their dossier holdings on certain CIA staffers with
no small help from FELFE.
53. FELFE's Manipulative Role: The FELFE damage is not
confined to the compromise of individual agents, studies, and
operations, however, but includes the influencing and
manipulation of going operations or initial planning to the
advantage of the opposition, incidents which are perhaps more
difficult to analyze and document but equally injurious. We
must first consider the obvious fact that he ingratiated himself so deeply with his own service and his superior officers
that he reached .a position where the KGB could through him.
influence and actually control certain phases of BND activity
with frightening ease. When FELFE and the KGB were able to
put their collective heads together to conceive and run an operation whose sole purpose was to convince the BND that it was
not penetrated by the Soviets, which they succeeded in doing with
TEg'UJNUTLET case, part of the magnitude of this KGB operation
against the BND is clear. In our desire to record the individual items of compromise we Perhaps have relegated thisfmanipulative role too much into the background.
54. The Karlshorst operations give us a clearer illustration of this. Having his own service in his pocket, he
was able to convince them they had to get into the Karlshorst
Compound operations, and the vhole question of their participation became such an issue between CIA and the BND on even
the highest levels that the Agency, eventually for political
reasons, felt forced to accede to BND demands. The rather unusual
form of cooperation
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form of cooperation in Berlin against the Karlshorst target
was devised by BOB and other Agency representatives to allow
BOB as maximum control as possible over the BNY:s activity and
afford security to our own operations. The checks and balances
built into the system would have provided BOB just that if the
KGB had not had its agent in the key position first of all to
force the issue, second to relay every bit of information he
could obtain either through legitimate exchange or provocation
and third to allow the opposition to run their own controlled
agents into the program thereby gaining information and advantages that even FELFE was not able to provide.
55. Operational Climate Facing FOB: A different situation faced CIA in its operations against the Soviet
legal targets in West Germany. By necessity several of them
had to be joint either with the 2ND or the BfV. The operational
climate in the Bonn0Cologne area itself was unbelievably complicated by the confusion in responsibilities between the BND
and the BfV. The close liaison relationship betweenl.Frankfurt
Operations Base and the BND formalized in June 1959 had as its
primary purpose to obtain BND support in mounting audio operations against the Soviet Embassy and Trade Delegation targets.
Such activity usually requires some form of participation on the
part of the local service or at minimum its coordination. Again
we had no control over the fact that the responsible 2ND officer
was a KGB agent nor that CT,r1111-RN4, Ihe other hostile agent was
also involved in the 2ND operations against these same targets.
Under more optimum circumstances success in the audio ventures
would have occurred in a reasonable percentage of cases.

Oh,

56. As recipients of the telephone tap coverage on the
Soviet Embassy and Trade Delegation, many of the operatiomal
leads we obtaTned_from these sources had to be coordinated or
approved by the BD before exploitation. Thisiopened another
avenue to channel-CIA plans and intentions to the KGB via FELFE.
Beyond this more obligatory exchange, numerous and minute opera:.
tional details were discussed and a wealth of background material,
trace, and file results were given to FELFE and his service in
good faith. But sometimes these were given too willingly under
the erroneous impression that they would contribute to that service's
knowledge and professionalism, and ultimately to CIA's benefit.
3 reports,
After suspicions were raised as a result of the
measures were taken to reduce the number of joint operations,
to stem the flow of CIA information to the BND, and to concentrate
on unilateral operations.
57.
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57. BND Security: As a general observation on BND security
practices, the FELFE case proves again that the reliability of a
staff officer can not be predicated solely on the gentleman's
code of honor or the attestations of his friends and acquaintances. This is a particularly dangerous situation in an intelligence service located in a divided country. FELFE has
illustrated that compartmentation, however, strong, is ineffectual in combatting hostile penetrations. This is more true
when the penetration is in the person of a staff officer of long
service and wide reputation who through cultivation of his own
colleagues and other nefarious ways is able to cross all compartmentation lines with contempt.
58. CIA Security: The FELFE case has also shown us that
in past joint operations with the BND/CIA became involved perhaps in too many and provided more information and support than
what can be considered sound liaison practice, especially in
view of the fact that we were dealing with a service known to
have built-in security hazards. Undeniably, joint operations
in many areas have value, but in their execution and with particular respect to divided countries, attention has to be given
to the limitation of their support a) to avoid chancing under
the worst circumstances the compromise of more than the operation could conceivably produce, and b) to preserve CIA equities
and further the Agency's mission.
59. The FELFE damage assessment should not be considered
final with the publication of this paper. It is anticipated
that future research or new operational circumstances will uncover more examples of compromise, either definite or suspected,
that can be attributed to Heinz FELFE.
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TAB A
CIA Operations Whose Compromise Can Be Attributed

to Heinz FELFE

This tabulation does not represent all CIA operations 10s.
through Heinz FELFE, but rather those which have been specifiCaily
called to EE/G's attention or uncovered thtough research cotheCted
with the FELFE damage study. A complete list,agaib will result
from the machine program where each individUal traced or calleci
to FELFE's attention through the exchange df.cithere_operational
reporting from 1953 until November 1961 has been recorded. In
some instances the final judgement as to the comprOmise factor
among the operations appearing on this tabulation il1 have to
be made by the responsible desk or field case officer as EE/41
was not in the position to conduct full scale security reviews
of each case or operation.

ki o
'L—
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1. A businessman engaged in East-West trade, LL
-7
was recruited by CIA during the mid-1950s primarily because of
his position as employer of E_
(see below) after he became
aware of C_
,D''s agent status. Ilk has not been active for some
six years. His status with CIA became known to FELFE when FELFE
assumed control of the
operation. C.
.= was
warned early January 1962 that his contact with us was known to
the KGB, and he stated he would not travel behind the curtain again.
Since his major service to CIA was the backstopping of the active
agent
J little damage to the Agency is seen in his compromise
(formerly C.__

,

2. A contract agent,
is blown to various services,
including the HIS, under alias. He was traced under true name
with the BND in 1951. At most FELFE would have been able to furnish the KGB with the alias he used with
whom he handled
for several years and whatever description C_2 might have
furnished following his take-over by the BND. FELFE did not meet

3. Contract agent whose true name is considered blown to
all opposition services. If FELFE reported on him, he probably
was unable to furnish the KGB any new information.

4. Contract agent. His true name is probably in the BND
records as a result of an approach made in true name to two
Germans during late 1952 which was then reported to the BND. He
was also very active in the AENIDUS/AECORBEL program in Berlin
recruiting some of the agents later reported to the KGB by FELFE
and brought under hostile control.

-D and former resident of Lithuania
5. Subject, a CI
now living in Bremen, is considered probably compromised. He is
in contact with the KGB,probably Emigre section,and run by them
from Vilna. The compromise factor is not definite, but he was
traced through the BND files twice, the last time being in April
1961, and may have come to FELFE's direct attention. There is no
indication he has come under hostile control.
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6. BOB's operational interest in this Soviet Embassy employee
within the Karlshorst Compound was tipped to the BND in November
1958. He undoubtedly came to FELFE's attention. The agent's
actions, particularly during 1960/61, led his BOB case officers
to believe there was a strong possibility he had been doubled.
No attempt at re-contact was made after the Berlin Wall, and he
has been terminated.
-.7

7. Subject was an interpreter for the Soviets and a CI
Administration source in the Karlshorst Compound for circa two
years until he refugeed to the West in late 1958. FELFE learned
of his identity and past CIA service during negotiations of 1959
when the BND wanted access to .C.1
He also learned that
-Z7 was the lead to additional Karlshorst sources recruited
after his move to the West. FELFE may well have learned that
Frankfurt Operations Base considered using c=
and his
wife following their resettlement. Subject was terminated by FOB
prior to FELFE's arrest for reasons not connected with the FELFE
investigation.

8. Employed as. a C._
:2 in the Main
Office, LI
:3 was a BOB source of information on Karlshorst
and certain East Berlin city government policies. He was identified to FELFE in March 1961 as a CIA agent since 1956/57. Contact
via OWVL and S/W has been maintained with him since the Berlin
Wall, and all correspondence from him indicates that he has come
under hostile control since August 1961. This is believed directly
attributable to FELFE.
C.-

has been a Karl2 C.
9. An
shorst Compound source for some three years until his arrest on
20 July 1961, after the MfS recruited his former mistress and
attempted through him to run her into the Berlin Base. FELFE
and the BNB had been informed in September 1960 that C:
wasaai agent of ours. The BND also lost a potential operation
-7's daughter which was monitored and then
built around
halted by the East.
A female employee of the Karlshorst C -7 Administration,
was one of the most productive Karlshorst sources until
shortly after she
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shortly after she was identified to FELFE in July 1959. She
worked with c:
the BND's first recruited Karlshorst
agent. The opposition did not attempt to control her, thereby
protecting FELFE and assisting the latter to build up the BND's
equity in Karlshorst operations. Instead they monitored her
activities closely and slowly restricted her access to information
interest to BOB. She was permitted to refugee in October 1960.
Information later available to us indicates she was under MfS
surveillance when she came to West Berlin for meetings with her

of

CIA case officers.

11. FELFE•was briefed on Berlin Base Karlshorst targets and
interests in July 1959. Late October 1959 a young blond prostitute resident of the Karlshorst Compound agreed to work for BOB.

She was traced with the BND coming to FELFE's attention in
November 1959 and subsequently became a__
She soon secured a job as AC_
in one of the Soviet-run (C

She was a pivotal figure in an operation directed against
a member of the East German Military Intelligence service. Shortly
before mid-August 1961, she confessed under hostile interrogation
that she was originally sent by the MfS and had, been under their
control all the time she was run by BOB. FELFE and the BND were

informed of this in September or October 1961.

12. There is a possibility that this male German employee
of the Soviet Trade Delegation
may have come to the Attention of Heinz FELFE. He was traced

r

installed a telephone tap
with the BND in March 1960. C_
within the a
J for BOB. Contact has not been resumed with

him since the Berlin Wall to the knowledge of EE/G.

13. CA asset of. SR/2/Baltic. Considered exposed to BND
through tracing 1955 and April 1961. Further.study probably

necessary to determine whether he may not have come to attention
of FELFE.

14. Director and organizer for CA activities among Latvian
emigre Youth circles. Considered exposed to the BND during June
1961 tracing. Unknown whether he came to FELFE's attention.
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15. A.S. CHUKMASOV of the Soviet Trade Delegation in Koeln
approached this C._
employee in August 1960 and attempted to
recruit him. The decision was made to allow the case to run with
BND participation and; handling by CIA. Sterile copies of the
operational reporting on this case went to the END and directly
to FELFE. EGFA 36090, 2 January 1962 states that FELFE dealt
with "ouepeople in Frankfurt on this case. Considered compromised.

16. Repatriated from Riga and served as an informant on
Soviet Trade Mission personnel in West Germany. Routinely traced
with the BND in May 1959. SR/3 noted in EGFW 14442 of September
1962 that our interest in Subject must be known to the RIS
through FELFE's involvment, and that a POA was being requested to
contact, debrief, assess and LCFLUTTER.

17. An old time Munich Operations Base Emigre type who had
been retired and then recontacted MOB following a RIS approach
in February 1961. The approach was surfaced to the BND in early
April 1961 and with certaint ir. the details became known to FELFE.
MOG informed the BND that if they did not elect to take over the
case we would ask for executive action against the Soviet who had
made the approach. The Soviet, Kuzma P. BOGOMAZOV, was soon
thereafter recalled from his Soviet. Embassy Third Secretary post
when the BND turned the case down, and FELFE undoubtedly believed
we would act against BOGOMAZOV.
(formerly

)

E._

18. Baltic contract agent who was very active against the
Soviet legal targets in Bonn/Cologne. He is most probably known
to FELFE, if not under true name, then under one or several aliases.
He had been traced with the BND in December 1960.

19. REDSKIN spotter. May 1960 Janis PUJATS was dispatched
He had
by the KGB from Latvia to contact and assess C..
been traced with the BND prior to July 1959 and again in May or
August 1961 stating at the latter time he was of security interest
to us. Further investigation is needed to determine whether the
possibility is high that he came to FELFE's attention.
NOTE: There are several other Baltic types who have been traced
with the BND
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with the BND and are considered by SR to be exposed to that Service
as a result. Individual file study and probably queries to the
BND may be necessary to determine whether FELFE could have compromised them.
AENIDUS PROGRAM
20. FELFE was well briefed in July 1959 as to the intentions
and targets of this CIA program directed against the Karlphorst

Compound. He was also aware of much of the M/0 used in these
operations. There seems little question but that he reported all
he had learned, and from this date opposition neutralization of

BOB's efforts against this-target began in earnest and with<-considerable success. This also Involved stationing a BND officer
within the American Compound in West Berlin for joint CIA/BND
ops against the Karlshorst target, and FELFE has admitted reporting much of the details concerned with this BND officer and
cooperation with theZAmericans to the KGB.
and

-3

21.
CI
a female who formerly resided in Moscow
where she was employed as a C:
traveled to the USSR during 1960 in order to try to

recontact certain Soviet citizens on our behalf. In September
1959 FELFE personally asked both orally and in writing what our
interest in 441 and her husband (presumably C_
was.
DIR 10670 of 15 January 1960 authorized Munich Liaison Base to
tell the BND, i.e. FELFE, she was of current operational interest to us. MLB considered both fully compromised to the KGB
per EGMA 58691 of 11 May 1962.
C—

22. A Latvian eternal student type used as a REDSKIN
spotter at Bonn University. As a result of FELFE's continual
prodding, FELFE was informed directly by June 1961 that he was
our agent by indicating our . operational interest in him. The
BND as a service probably learned as early as mid-1958 through
tracing. AESAVVY 11 is still in our employ.
21 (formerly
23. An American student. Frankfurt Operations Base Redcap
section felt almost certain that he had been compromised through
his employment as an LP apartment keeper in the operation. Although this was a joint operation with the BfV, FOB had
good reason to believe that the operation and true name of
:u was
were discussed by the BfV official with PELEE. C.-terminated on 29 December 1961 and warned about any travel bebind
the curtain.
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24. Female Russian interpreter who refugeed from East
Germany early 1959. After replying negatively to our May 1959
trace request on her, the BND later offered her for CABEZONE
debriefing. Operational wires apparently were crossed somewhere. We did debrief her and then dropped interest in August
1959. FOB picked her up again in May 1962 as she is now employed
as a secretary and interpreter for the Zimmer firm. EGMA 60417
of 2 November 1962 points out that FELFE was certainly aware of
the CIA/BND conflict of operational interest in her during 1959
and also that she is the sister-in-law of an BND staffer.

25. Subject is a Soviet citizen who was first met by CIA
in Berlin during November 1957, but who subsequently failed to
come to West Germany again as had been expected. The BND was
aware of our interest in him, and advised us in March 1962 that
FELFE had shown a keen interest in Subject. We must assume that
FELFE reported this to the KGB. FELFE's information may then
have been confirmed by E._
after C
D arrest..
had first introduced C.
to us in Berlin.

2
26. KGB agent who murdered Rebet and Bandera and defected
to the West 12 August 1961. FELFE clatted not to have learned he
was in Western hands prior to 6 October 1961 but may possibly have
had wind of it earlier. He reported this to the KGB claiming
10 October as the first opportunity to do so. The Western
authorities were about to surface
after being delayed
in this action for some time because of v rious
atiations—and
_cogrdination snAgs. On 13 October 19 the East surfaced
who claimed he had been instructed by the BND to murder the two
Ukrainian officials. Intercepted OWVL from the Soviets to the
FELFE/CLEMENS team asked FELFE's opinion on the further handling
of the Eastern propaganda play particularly directed vs. the BND
and related to this case.

27. Emigre double agent run by Munich Operations Group.
The BND had known he was our agent as of November 1955, and he
has long been the subject of correspond4e with them. @RISCHKE
held the memorandums in the BND CE shop, but since FELFE often
substituted for ORISCHKE it would havebbeen easy for FELFE to
have seen the memos. Munich considers CIA's interest in c.
compromised to the KGB by FELFE. His last case officer was
BOGOMAZOV, the same Soviet recalled following our reporting of his
73 (see above).
approach to rAUDIO OPERATIONS
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AUDIO OPERATIONS
CAPHASE II

28. Audio surveillance operation against the apartment in
Cologne of a Soviet Trade Delegation official Sergey M. CHEKULIN
(not known to be RIS) planned during early 1960. This was at
first to be unilateral and was then later done in cooperation
with the BfV. Although a joint operation with the BfV, FOB/REDCAP felt certain it was compromised to FELFE, and therefore, to
the KGB through discussions between the responsible BfV officials
and Heinz FELFE.
CAMELDER (BND crypt Pinsel)
29. FELFE admitted compromising this operation which
provided for audio installation in a private . Soviet apartment in
the Bonn area. Carrier current equipment failed shortly after
installation, then replaced one year later failing again in about

six weeks. When a microphone/wire installation was completed, the

target ppartment was unoccupied. Aleksandr Ivanovich ALEKSANDROV
was the apartment's original occupant, then Albert Vasilyevich
SEMMENIKOV, Third Secretary Political Section. BND asked that
equipment in apartment be removed immediately after FELFE arrest.
CASE VER
30. Audio installation made in the Soviet Trade Delegation
Building in Cologne. Two transmitter switch installations in
1959 effected by six consecutive black entries into the building.
Radio switch failed, equipment discovered, and removed after
facblure, per TSD. FELFE compromised this operation to the KGB.
CAYENNE (BND crypt)

31. Plans to bug the apartment of Minister Counsellor
Andrey Mikhailovich TIMOSCHENKO. BND received word he was to move

to a new apartment. After a game of musical chairs in which he
was reported about to move into several, it was finally discovered
that he was already in a new apartment which was impossible to bug.
Plans were temporarily cancelled. Then, through UJDROVER, it was
learned he was to get a new telephone. CIA wanted to "hot-mike"
the phone. FELFE dragged his feet and in May 1960 gave the excuses of other ops committments, trouble getting a LP in the Bonn
area and reluctance to discuss with the Bundespost authorities as
reasons for definitely deciding against the venture. He also asked
that FOB not discuss his decision with the local BND liaison working on the INDEX matters. The BND field people were most disappointed with the decision and believed the chances would have been
very good for the
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very good for the operation's success. This was another example
where FELFE could use his position for neutralizing even stopping
*fly. action vs. the Soviets before it really got off the ground or
could cause possible harm.
DIOPIUM

32. Joint CIA/BND audio operation agiinst the Czech Trade
Mission in Frankfurt/M. during September 1959. Carrier current
installation and equipment failed several weeks later at the
time the target personnel moved in. BND feels that FELFE, although supposedly compartmented from this operation, was responsible for its compromise. EE/C noted it was almost impossible
to determine whether the operation failed because of his compromise, equipment detected by. audio counter-surveillance, or simple
mechanical malfunction. Terminated.
PLASTICS FAIR, DUESSELDORF

33. ;Transmitter was installed in the Soviet booth, and the
LP manned by the BND. No intelligible conversations were received
according to the BND. Done during the 1959 Fair.
UJHOPE

34. Audio installation to be made in the apartment building
at Scheidtweilerstr. 4, Cologne which was occupied by some six

or eight Soviet families from the Trade Mission. This operation
died at birth. BND claimed to have a real estate agent recruited

who would turn over the keys to the apartments to facilitate our
entry. The "agent" failed to produce the keys. The Soviets
occupied the apartments a month before the BND even found out
about it.
UJMILL

35. Microphone installation made during 1960 in a new
building in an apartment assigned to a RIS suspect. At the last

minute Soviet assigned the Bonn apartment to a less interesting
individual, the agricultural attache DUKA. Little or no convere,ation took place between the target family. Although we had

been promised the take, the BND did not even advise us when DUKA
moved out and the apartment occupied by STUDENSE1Y who was confirmed RIS. Later learned through a double agent that the Soviets
were aware of the installation. FELFE told the SG he didn't betray this operation because "I didn't want to." We do not believe
this statement at all.

UJPEEP/UJPOST
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UJPEEP/UJPOST

36. Operation set for the Bonn area in 1959. Keys to
several apartments to be assigned to HIS suspects were made
available to TSD by the BND. Keys were duplicated and ready
for testing. The BND (again decision undoubtedly made by the
responsible officer FELFE) delayed the go-ahead, and when the
tests were attempted, the target apartments were found to be
occupied.
SEPIA (BND crypt)
37. Located at First Secretary DEYEV of the Soviet Embassy
Economic Section's apartment in Bad Godesberg. With 90% of the
drilling completed for the microphone installation, the target
personnel returned home unexpectedly. The operation was dropped
per BND (FELFE) headquarters decision.
STNEOPHYE (BND crypt PIAllA)
38.

Audio installation targetted against the
-3 during 1960/61. Involved
liaison with the E_
:T and END. FELFE was the re.,
sponsible BND officer. Numerous headaches with the operation and
no worthwhile take. Operation phased out by CIA because of the
FELFE investigation and his very deep involvment. FELFE admitted
discussing the
with the KGB in Vienna during September 1961 And had been given the EEI of obtaining more
information. He denies telling the Soviets of the audio operations.
OTHER PLANNED AUDIO OPERATIONS

39. There were several other operations which either died
in the planning stage or never progressed far in thett development and are not cited here. The above are believed to represent
more concrete examples of known audio operations in West Germany
which were. all failures because FELFE betrayed them.to the Soviets
almost faster than new ones could be concieved.

40. Member of a West German firm constructing a plant in
the Soviet Union. He was recruited while visiting the United
admitted
States and was handled by ROB in the field.
to the BND he had been recruited by the AIS, and FELFE probably
was able to learn of this. The operation was terminated in
January 1962 when the agent declined to call off his trip to the
USSR despite the
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USSR despite the fact he knew he might be in some danger.
Boris Alekseyevich BULAY, Sergey Nikolayevich ZELENOV, Vasiliy
Romanovich STTNIKOV
41. FELFE was privy to the operational planning for either
harrassment or defection attempts against the above named Soviets
in connection with the planned surfacing of t:during
February and March 1959. The decision was made to concentrate on
SITNIKOV. All three were KGB members formerly stationed in Vienna
and then assigned to the Soviet Embassy in Bonn. At the last
minute the attempt against SITNIKOV was cancelled rather than
attempting anything which might lessen the impact of the c-23 surfacing and the Life articles. It appears, however, quite
probable that FELFE ii0757Med the Soviets we intended to move
momentarily against SITNIKOV. Cursory file study reveals among
other things that SITNIKOV. was effectively removed from the more
unprotected area of his own apartment to the residence of the
Soviet ambassador just when we intended to take action. At the
same time FELFE and the Soviets were able to lead us astray with
misinformation via the UJDROVER and other channels. (Some of
these same tactics were used by the Soviets in the KIRRICHEV case
when the BfV's executive action plans were foiled.) SITNIKOV
was shortly thereafter recalled to the USSR. FELFE was able to
give the Soviets advanced notice of the a.
surfacing.

42. Subject was a C._
employed by
the Soviet Embassy in Bonn and the Trade Delegation in Cologne.
CIA had believed him to be a unilateral source following his
recruitment in January 1959. Early 1960 we learned he had been
a BND agent per their claim since 1986. CIA terminated him in
1/4.3 with the
October 1960. FELFE had admitted discussing CI
KGB though he insists he told them Subject had nothing to do with
INDEX targets and concealed fact he was working for another BND
section. FELFE further admitted that the Soviets gave CI_
7 was
shortly aftercL
his termination notice C..
transferred to the INDEX section as a source, and that he was
asked about him again during the September 1961 meeting with the
KGB in Vienna. There would seem little doubt that FELFE did
and also CIA's equity
compromise the BND's interest in Z.._
in him.
CI__

=3

_..Z
43. An electronics engineer connected with c__
working
was
j
C._
in East Germany before he refugeed to the West,
for MIG and the BND as well as his connections with hostile in-2.1was
telligence organizations. The BND reported that r-__
definitely compromised to
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definitely compromised to FELFE in November 1959, and therefore the German and American interests in him to the KGB.
E_
was handled by the Positive Intelligence section of the
BND until the introduction of the RIS into the case in November 1959. The RIS may have well introduced themselves in
order to bring this case to FELFE's attention so they could
monitor it from both sides. CIA functioned as coordinator in
this case, and, therefore we were not directly involved with
the agent, who has since defected and resides in West Germany,
C44. This represents another operation where CIA thought it
had a unilateral agent only to discover after some time that he
had been on the BND's payroll, and they were able to establish
primary interest.
ran a C—
_7 specializing in East bloc
J. We terminated him with the agreement we would receive the take from the operation. FELFE admitted
under interrogation compromising the BND's interest in E_
to the KGB, but does not admit passing reports from him to the
KGB or mentioning the American interest. It seems most likely
that he did the latter despite his failure to add these pertinent
portions to his story. Several REDSKIN agents made their reservations through C.
:3 A cursory glance at the E.
and
files, both REDSE1N agents of MIG who were apprehended in
the Soviet Union, raises the strong suspicion that they may have
been compromised through the
:mTELFE channel to the KGB.
C._

45. Subject is employed by one of the larger East-West
trade companies in Germany working primarily in the Soviet field.
Recruited by CIA in 1956, he was the source of extensive economic
and positive intelligence and following his "recruitment" by the
was turned over to the BND with
KGB of CI information.
FELFEThecoming the responsible BND Headquarters officer in March
1960. His KGB handling showed a definite change, a0d there is
little doubt, despite FELFE's denials to the SG, that FELFE compromised this agent. C_ —2 has been terminated by the BND and
warned he cannot travel again behind thb curtain. His brother,
(see below), was a CIA unilateral source, and he too
EL
had to be terminated as a result of FELFE's reporting to the
opposition.
CALADEN
46. Frankfurt Operations Base project to recruit singletons
for the most part in the Cologne/Bonn area targetted against the
Soviet installations there.
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:=2 dealer in the Cologne area. Se47. Female C:
cured LPs for the audio surveillance operations. Along with
her husband CI
was exposed to the police and West
German intelligence services circa 1959. Continued to work
for us for some time but has been terminated. Most probably was
known to FELFE.

48. Husband of L. :3 There were some unresolved
questions as to his possible past association with the RISExposed. Has been terminated.

49. Technical interpreter for H. Strunck Co,, Cologne. We
got the lead to him through the UJDROVER/UJREMEX coverage, and
the BND granted permission for our operational exploitation.
FELFE, therefore, knew of our interest, and presumably also the
KGB. He did not become a fully recruited source.
E_
50. Naturalized American female. Her apartment was used
as the LP for the CAPHASE II operation while she was in the
United States. May not have been known to FELFE unless the BfV
official who informed FELFE of the CAPHASE II operation also told
part.
him of t:
(Identical with
51.

C.

summarized above)

Note: There may have been other C_

agents lost

through FELFE which did not come to the attention bf this

writer. Presumably they will appear in the machine damage
publication, or the responsible desk and field case officers
are already aware of their compromise and have taken the
necessary steps.

52. CA effort primarily directed against the EGIS. InC. _2, and others. The Eastern
volved the surfacing of E_'
the uncanny timing, and
reaction to the surfacing of
detailed knowledge justified suspicion in May 1959 that a highlevel penetration had informed thek,opposition of the plans for
this program. The effort was coordinated with the West German
services. FRAN
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services. FRAN 3986 of 23 September 1961 raised the probability
that the CANEB leak may have been FELFE's work. Further analysis
of this program may be needed to definitely ascertain whether he
was responsible.
70

(formerly the t.
- sources on the Karlshorst
Compound and Soviets in East Berlin)
(formerly. c-

)

53. FELFE's compromise of this agent has not been established. The BND was not informed in this case that
was
a CIA agent, but FELFE may have been able to spot enough information from the intell reports desseminated to him or his
organization to receive a clue to his identity. Recruited circa
..7 was employed as a driver C._
1956, Z:
until late 1959 when he began working
=3
as adriver
for the
Contact was maintained with
him via OWVL and S/W after the Berlin Wall. In July1962 he again
established personal contact with BOB, was LCFLUTTERED, and the
results established that he is' currently under the control of an
opposition.service specifically directed against CIA.

54.
C:
in the Soviet Embassy [1._
in BerlinKarlshorst. Also functioned as a El
=z May not have come
to FELFE's attention since he was not directly traced through
the BND. The individual who placed him in contact with BOB,
however, was traced indicating our operational interest. Contact
has not been re-established since the Berlin Wall and interest
has been dropped.

(formerly CI_

CI

2)

_7 in Berlin-Karlshorst with several
Female C:
-z was tipped directly to the END and FELFE
t_
in April 1961 when we noted we intended to approach her:_inJune.
The approach was successful and she accepted recruitment with
comparitive ease. Since she had only been issued open code at the
time of the Wall, and knowing FELFE's knowledge of her CIA employment, no plans have or will be made to re-establish contact with
this agent.
55.

Soviet a

CAPUZZLE
56. Telephone tap on the residence of Aleksey Dmitryevich
NIKOLAYEV at his residence in Bonn, Rheinweg 12. Although this
was a joint operation with the BfV officer, C.. 3 informed FOB
shortly after the FELFE arrest that FELFE knew of the BfV recruitment of the Rheinweg 12 building administrator and the intention to tap the phones. The tap was disconnected mid-November
1961. In February 1962 FOB said they were reinstating it. EE/G/
CE has no record to date of any production.
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May 1958. The BND was aware of CIA's interest in her as early
as 1955 and was notified of her successful recruitment in June
1958. They have subsequently received reporting from the case
on a periodic basis. Since she is the only indigenous employee
and the only one with continuity of service since 1958, if FELFE
learned only scraps of information and passed it to the KGB,
they would have been able to identify her. Knowledge that such a
source existed would probably have sufficed. The BND states
FELFE had no official knowledge of her, but EE/C feels that in
absence of evidence to the contrary, it must be assumed she has
been compromised to the KGB and most likely to the CIS. She
has been handled by an officer 'stationed on the outside - in Hamburg.

62.

Involved in East-West trade, Subject is the brother of
(see above), and his identity and association with CIA
were known to FELFE. Originally recruited and run by BOB, he was
turned over to Vienna Station when he secured a new position which
took him to that city. E.:
-"D dealt almost exclusively with
Soviets and was a productive Fl source. He has been turned over
to the BND as their resettlement problem since his compromise is
directly laid at FELFE's door.
KUBUS
63. Planning and equipment, including communications
equipment, placed within an office building of theLAmerican
Berlin COmpound for the BND's use in the event of an extreme
Berlin emergency whereby the BND would be unable to use their
normal facilities in West Berlin. One of the Soviets EEIs found
on FELFE at the time of his arrest was a request for information
on KUBUS. He admits discussing this with his KGB case officer,
but insisted he did not know much about it. We believe he was
fairly well informed. The equipment was removed and the office
space returned to the U.S. Army Command immediately after FELFE's
arrest. Information on KUBUS contributes materially to an CA
effort which the East might wish to launch against the West
Berlin "spy center" at any time in the future.
MISROUTED CIA POUCHES
64. Chief, FOB pointed out in EGFA 35993 of 4 December 1961
that before and during his tenure, circa 1957, at MOB, a few CIA
pouches were misrouted to the BND. Although it is a difficult
thing to tell who in the BND would have been given the assignment
of analysing this material, some of it likely came to FELFE's
attention. He further notes, "the material in the compromised
pouches may have been
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space returned to the U.S. Army Command immediately after FELFE's
arrest. Information on KUBUS contributes materially to an CA
effort which the East might wish to launch against the West
Berlin "spy center" at any time in the future.
MISROUTED CIA POUCHES
64. Chief, FOB pointed out in EGFA 35993 of 4 December 1961
that before and during his tenure, circa 1957, at MOB, a few CIA
pouches were misrouted to the BND. Although it is a difficult
thing to tell who in the BND would have been given the assignment
of analysing this material, some of it likely came to FELFE's
attention. He further notes, "the material in the compromised
pouches may have been
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pouches may have been the only internal CIA correspondence which
(FELFE) gave the (KGB). If the material could be cast in a
sufficiently pejorative or embarrassing light, it would seem that
the chances of photos being released in some fashion, perhaps
not connected with the BND, would be pretty good."
.D (also known as
65. This GRIT case was turned over to the BND from the
BfV mid-July 1957. PELEE probably first learned of it from his
deputy dHERMANN. CIA. did not run the agent, but rather furnished
operational support. Between 5 and 7 August 1957, the agent met
the GRIT in Vienna and the GRIT officer Yuriy SKLAVETS was surveilled
by the BfV. Through the AESTORAGE channel, we learned that shortly
after the Vienna meeting the_KGB told the GRIT that the agent was
doubled and the Vienna meeting surveilled, but asked that the GRU
continue the case in. order not to blow their (the KGB's) source.
The C._
-7 case never became productive after that, and CIA spent
considerable time and effort attempting to identify the KGB source
with no success until it necame reasonably clear that FELFE was
the culprit.

66. CIDORBACH informed CIA in January 1962 that FELFE was
directly involved in this case.
a..=7 eventually redefected
through Homeland Committee channels. Assessment of any CIA
damage in this case will have to be done by the SR desk concerned.
C_

67. An East Berlin female who worked for years in the
Soviet Trade Delegation Policlinic and had been recruited by
the BD in 1954, did not come to the full attention of Heinz
FELFE until probably October 1960 when he assumed the Headquarters
direction of this case. BOB offered full operational support to
this BND operation from circa late 1956 including safehousing, and
a multitude of trace material and other information on the Soviet
Trade Delegation. She lost her job in the Trade delegation late
1958 and was inactive for approximately two years. By late 1960
and shortly before FELFE took over the Headquarters direction, she
was allegedly hired directly by the KGB as a safehouse keeper and
claimed they would allow her to remain in the apartment during
agent meetings. Damage to BOB was slight after 1958 and confined
largely to real estate secured for this operation. Technical
assistance and advice requested from the BND for possible bugging
of her East Berlin apartment was not granted, and the Berlin Wall
presumably broke other than S/W contact with this agent. CIA
representatives did not meet the agent. FELFE would have been
able to inform the KGB that we were, however, support partners in
this operation.
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UJDROVER

68. Telephone tap . on the Soviet Embassy lines in Bonn.
Until late 1960 we received the raw material from this tap.
After that date the BND began passing us only the processed version "due to liaison and German government problems". This
was untimely and of much less value. FELFE has admitted informing the Soviets of the tap, and several.instances have been
uncovered.in the research since his arrest whereby the Soviets
used this knowledge to plant misinformation frustrating the
planning and execution of some operations.
UJRKMEX
69. Telephone tap on the Soviet Trade Delegation in Cologne.
This too FELFE compromised to the Soviets. The comments above
under UJDROVER also apply here. A 1960 year-end review of
CAVENUE/CASEVER operations noted that the UZREMEX material was
still being received but was evaluated as "only useful in
providing background information on individuals known to be in
contact with the Trade Delegation but playing little or no
role in the overall effort (against this Soviet target)."
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TAB B
SUBJECT: Exposure during Heinz FELFE's September 1956
visit to CIA Headquarters.

A. PHYSICAL INSTALLATIONS
1.

Administrative Building

2.

East Building

3.

West Out Building

4.

OCR Location

B. COMPONENTS - Briefings given to FELFE's group on the fL._lowing subjects
1. TSS
a.

b.
c.

CE-CI aspects of documentation
Photographic equipment
Briefing on audio surveillance and counter-surveillance

2. DDP
a. Organization of the US Intelligence Community
b. Organization of CIA
C. International Communism
d. Machine Methods program
e. Soviet Intelligence Service
f. Staff Security
g. Polygraph
h. Satellite Intelligence Services
i. East German Intelligence Service
j. CI function of CIA
3. DDI
a. Tour of OCR and explanatory briefing
C. CIA STAFF PERSONNEL EXPOSED DURING VISIT
FELFE also had the opportunity of renewing old acquaintances
from Munich Liaison Base.
Mr. James ANGELTON

True name
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Socially, also

possibly introduced
citing his posthtion
in CIA
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Mr. C-__

..:a

Mr. G

__:2

True name

Socially. FELFE also
guest _ at his ranch
in Arizona.

Probably true TSS lecture

Mr. John BROSS

True name

Socially. Hosted a
party in his home for
FELFE and group.

Mr. C._

True name

Gave briefing on
security, polygraph.

Mr. James CRITCHFIELD

True name

Socially. Former MLB

Mr. E-

True name

Socially, probably also
local escort duty. Believed known to FELFE
from Feldmann's previous service at MLB.

Mr. c-

Alias

Lectured on Soviet Intelligence Services.

True Name

Lectured on CI function of CIA. Socially

Alias

Lectured on Machine
Methods.

Alias

Lectured on Satellite
Intelligence Services.

True name

Socially. Formerly at
MLB.

Alias

Lectured on International Communism.

Miss CL

True name

Socially. Also known
from previous MLB.

Mr.

True name

Socially. Also known
from previous MLB.

True name

Lecturing. Socially

True name

TSS lecture

Mr.

17o

Mr. c_

23

Mr
Mr.
Mr.

C_

c:

C._

Mr. Thomas POLGAR
Mr.

Z3
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True name

Socially. Known from
previous assignment
at MLB. Employment
terminated

True name

Socially. Escort

True name

Socially.

Miss C_

True name

Socially.

Miss

True name

Socially. Probably
known from previous
MLB assignment.

General TRUSCOTT

True name

Socially. Hosted
luncheon.

Miss

C.-

Mr. C
Mr. C.

,3

Munich Liaison Base Escort Officers:
EL
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TAB C
SUBJECT: CIA

Staff Members Compromised through Heinz FELFE

It should be cautioned that the attached list is not complete.
Names of staffers compromised through operations which came under
hostile control following FELFE's betrayal of the agent to the
KGB are for the most part not included. These will in many instances appear, however, on the machine damage run. The degree
of compromise is further amplified in each case in the machine
run system.
Please note that several staffers were only known in
operational alias, and some of those listed never had directed
contact with FELFE.
It is recommended that the appropriate section within CI
staff study former MLB TOsand the list of EE Personnel who have
in the past been involved in liaison in order to determine
whether additional personnel may have been indirectly compromised
through the FELFE channel. It should be taken into consideration
that FELFE was able from time to time to crosS the compartmentation
rules within the BND and learn of CIA staffers who were not
exclusively involved with Soviet - or technical operations,
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The asterisk* denotes those staffers FELFE has admitted reporting
to the KGB.
NAME

POSITION/LOCATION KNOWN in TRUE or ALIAS

ANGELTON, James

C/CI

True. Met FELFE
socially one occasion,
1956

EE/C

True. MLB/Reports
until September 1962

TSD

Probably true.
Lectured during FELFE's
1956 HQS visit.

C/OTR

True. Social contact,
1956

BARNES, Tracy

True. Former COS,
Germany
True. Formerly at MLB

(resigned)
AF/Overseas

True. Formerly at MLB

C-

(Was an integrated
officer)
C-

_:

Office.:Security
Frankfurt

True. Briefings during 1956 visit of

FELFE to HQS. Liaison
True. Socially during 1956. Former COS.
Germany

BROSS, John A.

C_

True. Formerly at MLB

True

MLB

True. Formerly at
MLB.
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=a

Security/Frankfurt True name available
as emergency contact
to BND Karlshorst
Liaison man in Berlin.
Since FELFE subbed
for the officer during
his vacation presume
he also received this
name and C._
office and home phone
number. Believed
never to have met
FELFE.
True. MLB formerly

_13

True. Formerly in MLB

C_

*CRITCHFIELD, James
C._
- - ,

-3

COS, Frankfurt

Alias. Karlshorst
liaison at Berlin ops
Base

C/NE

True. C/MLB

TSD

Presumably in alias.
Audio ops Bonn/
Cologne area

EE/C True. Dealt directly
with FELFE as member
MLB/CE until c. summer 1961
C-

LL

True. Former COS,
Germany

HQS

SR/CI Alias. Karlshorst
Liaison at Berlin

ops Base

EL

C.—

Bonn

True. Liaison

Berlin

True. Liaison.
Formerly at MLB

SR/CI

Alias. Briefings on
RIS 1958 period at-

tended by FELFE.
Formerly stationed
Frankfurt and Berlin.
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As C:
Formerly
at MLB. Probably did
know true name.
C-

C.

CI

Staff

EE/G

Alias. Karlshorst
Liaisbn and t---Z
Formerly at BOB and
met FELFE twice.

DDI/FDD

True. Formerly at
MLB

True.

Direct Liaison
with FELFE when stationed MLB

t-

True. Liaison when
formerly at MLB.
Social contact during FELFE's 1956
visit to HQS

C.

MLB

True. Direct contact
with FELFE.

HQS

True. Formerly at
MLB in Finance
Section.

C.-

True. Formerly at MLB
INS

.:D

C-

Alias. Ops liaison
for Soviet installations Bonn/Cologne
area 1959/60
Presumably in alias.
FROB officer for Bonn/
Cologne . Soviet ops.

C._

(employment terminated)

True. Formerly at MLB

I
11
1
1

f_.-C--

C-

_

,--:

--D

27

C/BOB

True. Formerly at MLB

Vienna

True. Formerly at MLB

TSD

Presumably in alias.
Audio tech for Bonn/
Cologne area ops.

CI Staff

Alias. Lectured
FELFE's group during
1956 trip to HQS
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HQS

True. At MLB until
Sept. 62
True. Briefings and
social contact during
1956 visit to HQS

C.

C-

C/MLB

True

TSD

Presumably in alias.
Audio tech for Bonn/
Cologne area ops.

MOG

True. Formerly MLB.
Also liaison with BND
in Berlin.

HQS

Possibly in alias.
Briefed FELFE during
1956 HQS visit.

NE

True. Well-known
when stationed at MLB

CI Staff

Alias. Liaison with

SR/2

Alias. Bonn/Cologne
area operations.

FELFE on Bonn/Cologne
area ops while stationed
FROB, 1959 Briefed
FELFE on Satellite IS
during 1956 visit.

True. Formerly at MUB
EE/P/CE

Presumably in alias.
Liaison infrequently

SR

Alias. Briefings during turnover of C.BND, March 1960
Met FELFE only on this
one occassion.

TSD

Presumably in alias.
Audio tech for Bann/
Cologne ops
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L-

6Believed

No record in Central
crypt room. Appears
in IBM list for
damage study

to be a psychiatrist
on contract status with CIA)
FE/Overseas

True. Formerly at MLB
Social contact during
1956 visit to HQS

(resigned)
Frankfurt

(integrated Major

Presumably alias. May
not have dealt directly with FELFE
True. Formerly at MLB
in Security Section.

-M
(P) TSD

Contract employee.
Audio. Alias

MLB/CE

True. Still stationed
MLB

HQS/CI Staff

Alias. Delivered lecture during FELFE
1956 visit to HQS
True. Formerly at MLB

:7
C(integrated c_-= officer
later civilianized)

Audio Tech (?)

C*MURPHY, David E.

C/EE

Alias. Position at
BOB known. Karlshorst and RIS liaison
and briefing

FROB

True. Formerly at MLB
Social contact during
1956 HQS visit
True. Formerly at MLB

CC-

True. Well known as
former C/MLB

True.

3MLB
_D

True. Formerly at MLB,
knew FELFE

AF
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CPOLGAR, Thomas

TFW

True. Formerly at MLB
then transfer to FROB
Known to FELFE

HQS

True.Formerly at MLB

Bern

True. Well-known

EE/G

True. Formerly at MLB

EE/C

True. Liaison with
FELFE as member MLB/
CE section until return September 1962

C/EE/SA

True. Formerly at MLB
Social contact 1956
visit.

C/Bonn

True. Formerly at MLB
Position at Bonn known
to FELFE.

Vienna

True. Briefings and
social contact during 1956 HQS visit.
TDYs to MLB
True. Formerly at MLB

(resigned)
(deceased)

True. Briefing on
Documentation during
1956 HQS visit.

TSD

True. Formerly at MLB
Resides in Europe

(resigned)
___Ia

C-

-n

MOG

Alias. Karlshorst
Liaison

AF/HQS

True. Formerly at MLB

TSD/HQS

Presumably alias. Audio
tech on Bonn/Cologne
area ops.
True. Formerly at MLB

(Resigned. Resides
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TSD

Presumably alias.
Audio Tech on Bonn/
Cologne area ops.

MLB

True.
True. Formerly at MLB

L-

MLB

True

_..:D

Bonn

True. Formerly at MLB

-.--

FROB

C--

C_

--Z

_

It

True. Liaison. Frmerlf,at.Bpnn

Bonn

True. Formerly at MLB
Well-known. Escort
officer for 1956 trip

FROB

Probably alias .Bonn/
Cologne area ops.

COS, Germany

True. Socially at
1956 HQS visit

a

True. Close and
direct contact with
FELFE during Stockton's MLB tour.

(Resigned. Resides in

NE

True.

Socially during 1956 HQS visit.
Later stationed at
Munich
True. Formerly at MLB
True. Formerly at MLB.
Social contact during
1956 HQS visit
True.

EE/XOB
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True. Formerly at MLB

N

SECRET/EYES ALONE

PROS

Alias. Liaison on
Berlin matters,
some Karlshorst.

TSD

True. MLB liaison

until September 1962

OTR

True. Direct liaison
with FELFE as head
MLB/CE section

Cl/Staff

True. Formerly at MLB

* Indicates those Felfe has admitted discussing with the
KGB during the CIA interrogation of him April/May 1962. He
hedged on some, however, his interrogators believed on the
basis of his actions that this served as an admittal despite his
refusal to give a definite answer. It is considered quite probable that he informed the KGB at minimum of each CIA name
he learned, though it is certainly recognized that in many cases
he was only able to give an alias and description, if that.
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TAB D
Technical Services DiviscLon Damage Assessment

The attached damage assessment was prepared by Chief/
TAD/CAB after study both at Headquarters and in the Field.
It has been quoted verbatim. EE/G comments, where appropriate,
are clearly indicated.
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1. TSD personnel who have met Heinz FELFE, circumstances
of meeting, equipment shown, -13a-Tjitinent points of interest.

3

(a) C.(Using
was
present during two technical planning discussions where
FELFE attended. These meetings involved an audio operation STNEOPHYE in Bonn during late '60 thru mid '61.
Equipment and/or techniques revealed through these
meetings and subsequent association by FELFE with the
operation were as follows:
(1) Pipe pushing techniques using a nuclear material
pipe-tip for locating pipe-end underground
(2)

Remote control switches - QRS-1

(3)

Transmitters, SRT-3

(4)

Receivers - SRR-3

(5)

Recorders - Ampex UMY-3

(6)

Silent Drill - Stein Max

TSD Comments: This was ' a joint operation with the
0 and r_ 2:3 Knowledge of the exE:
D
istence of these equipments to FELFE under the circumstances along with other PIS groups presents no
serious problem.
did report one point of interest but not
related to audio ops in Germany. During mid '61
met with 4HOLGARS at a Munich bar prior to
-13 overheard
STNEOPHYE business meeting. CI_
could not remember which American
someone , C. •
staffer) talking with FELFE in English about
Americans in Cuban prisons. FELFE stated "I presume
3 felt
buddies." C
it was some of
knew
he
could
overhear
the
comments.
@HOLGARS
FELFE
"Did
you
know
any
of
the
fellows
then asked
;3 answered "No."
down in that place?" EL
felt his answer was interpreted to mean he either did
not know the men personally or he did not know anything about the case. No further mention was made.
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At a later date t: ;I met withaVERNER (on
3 says always asked too many
STNEOPHYE) who t
questions. @VERNER was inquiring why and where Mr.
had been sent. @VERNER asked
"Where is
:3 why did he have to go, is he in
Berlin, in Havana, where?"
answered "He's
E
in Washington." and dropped the conversation.
2. TSD personnel who were probably known to FELFE and
circumstances of meeting.
(a) C
TSD liaison officer in Munich
:7
July '57 to Sept. '62
(b)
Z7 - TSD liaison officer in
Frankfurt, April '53 to June '60.

3. TSD personnel who were pessibly known to FELFE,
circumstances of meeting, equipment possibly known.
(a)
- Bilateral audio operations
'58 to '60, SEPIA, CAMELDER, CASEVER, Mc-30 microphone, SPS-1 carrier current transmitter, SRT 3R
transmitter, LRS-1 remote'switches and silent drill.
(b)
- Bilateral audio operations, lock
training, July '57 to July '62, UJMILL, UJPEEP, STNEOPHYE. ,Same audio devices above (a).
Z2 - Bilateral audio operations '58
(c) C:
to '62. CAMELDER, STNEOPHYE, UJMILL, DIOPIUM. Same
audio devices above (a).

Bilateral audio operations '59
(d)
to '60. 6.MELDER, UJMILL. Same audio devices above
(a).
'=/- Bilateral audio operations '59
(e)
'60. DIOPIUM, STNEOPHYE. Same audio devices above
(a)
Bilateral SW discussions, in Munich
(f) C.
late '59 with @SHUMAN, @SCHLINZ. General SW matters.
23 - Bilateral document discussions
(g)
in Munich and Frankfurt, '57 to '61, met @MICHEALS,
@SCHUMAN.
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EE/G COMMENT: With the exceptions of C.
and
we
feel it is most probable that FELFE learned at least the aliases
of c_
, and definitely all
details of the equipment and planning for the cited audio operations which were discussed with BND representatives. We base
this on the fact that FELFE was the responsible BND officer for
these audio operations with the exception of DIOPIUM, and if he
did not deal 4rectly with the technicians on the operational
planning, he would have been the recipient of his subordinates'
written and oral reports. For example we know he had access to
sketches of target buildings and apartments obtained and/or prepared by his men, and we presume certain operational details were
included on such sketches.
4. Summary Comments on Compromise
(a) Audio Devices and Techniques - TAW were a
number of operations which failed and EE/TSD feel were
related to FELFE; SEPIA, CAMELDER, UJMILL, UJPEEP,
STNEOPHYE, CASEVER, DIOPIUM, UJHOPE, PLASTIC FAIR in
Cologne 9 59. Actual loss of equipment is unfortunate
but will not seriously affect future audio operations.
TSD technicians used alias identities in meetings with
the BND.
(b) - Photo Devices and Techniques: There are, no known
photo operations which failed. Equipment and technical
exchanges have been kept to items of commercial nature,
(c) Secret Writing: There are no known operations
compromised, however, TSD records are dependent upon
area divisions for reports on agent roll-ups. There
were numerous exchanges of information with a few
instances of inquiries where TSD did withhold information
from the BND. Neither . TSD nor MLB can state factually
that these questions were given to BND chemists by
FELFE.

(d) Documents: There are no known compromises related
to FELFE. A rather lengthy investigation by MLB
(March '62 until December '62) to determine if FELFE
had access to BND records of cover documentations for
the Americans, proved to be inconclusive.
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5. In summary TSD cannot positively identify any operational
compromises due to the FELFE case. Working with the facts as
obtained from TSD records we have not uncovered any serious threats
to existing or future Agency operations. We are entirely dependent upon other components to alert us on defections/compromises
which utilized TSD supplied matrials or techniques. To our
knowledge there has been no such information in this case.
6. We cannot confirm whether any liaision requests from the
BND were in actuality stimulated by FELFE thru his colleagues.
There were no requests so unusual as to cause concern as to why
the BND wanted the information.
7. It is felt that FELFE knew of our MKTOPAZ installations
in Frankfurt through the liaison visits by other Munich BND'ers.
Certainly, true identification of TSD personnel would not be
difficult. However, to our knowledge there have been no compromise
attributable to these visits.
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TAB E

Damage Assessments Received from Field Bases

The attached dispatches cover the narrative damage
assessments done by Berlin Operation Base, Frankfurt
Operations Base, and Munich Liaison Base. The latter is
more comphrensive having been prepared on the basis of information provided by BOB and FOB as well as several months
2:2
of detailed study at MLB by C—
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DISPATCH
o

Chief,

•

,

CLASSIKADON

- MATCH moot AND NO.

SECRET

EGMP-596O4
NEADQUAIrrteS IVA NQ

RE

Chief of Station German Chief of Base, Berlin;
Chief of Base, peas; Chief, Frankfurt Operations Base

0

DAR

FROM
Chief, Munich Liaison Demo
,oa.Aci

32W-538/19
— 38/
5 Sopteeber 1962
R6 - 43-3° - (ORO: IC" ONEI

RYBATIMPRILL/OJDROW51

MASKED FOR INDOONG

Damage Narrative . OJENOWST

XX NO INDEXING REQUIRED

...aloe+ ItE0yeED

1140EXI4G CAN OE Armen
SY OUAUFIED HO DM ONLY

See below
it En-PENCE/IV

AA

requested by C- .-D when he last visited )LB, attached is a narrative

account of the dosage acce by OJDNOVSY and, peripherally, by UJIM014 We

would Us interested in receiving a eepy of the final version which we presume
.

will be prepared by Neadqnartors. We also 'would be interested in any °cements
addressees may ears te mak*.
...

a_

Approved:
Attachment: N1NdT
UJOROWST Damage Narrative
Distribution:

.
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SAN=

AlICOUIPP atWI- AIDA0111X

INTHCOUCTIOM

1. Looking sekedmiesicalM/MMOOMY of the full extent of his betrayal, it
to asrive at sone fairly definite conclusions in this reis nevertheless*
spect. Spinals areas of eamesonies emerge free the study of the German and American interrogation., free revises cods by those MURK elements directly involved
with UjOMOMOY, and free UPRELL'a investleption into its own loose*. The following
general stateliests ore meet pribehlwaoseventel

e) BOrlag thoi - tempmere UMMOMOT vas a staff °Moser at HOMElk he played
an egstseelostale vele, telfilltag his HMS sissione to thebeitet hie not
incoasidersible

11) Be ialiboratel,yeed eystemetleally sought out and reported tn the Ina
everythleg he eetIdl sheet 101011[ aad UPHILL.
e) He eindosted operetional liaison with and reported ostensively on the
If! and Lff lemerim, and. pergeteated and heightened dissension in the UPHILL/
DfV lint/ma rolatioeships uhile liming this dissension to justify hie own intensive anntoote with infteMballifT start *Moors.
d) Three. 060retiena1 leadamletion be gained insight Ditto, and reported
ea the Mime of the Podaral.Chouseellor, the Federal Ministry of Defense, the
Permian Ministry, and the Vhderal Press and Iuformation Office. In this effort
he raa elaborate deals agent apesations ostensibly for UPHILL but actually
designet to. yeastrate these artless for the Soviets.
2. dlihomgb UMMOUBt es legitimate area of operation for UPHILL was in the field
of Soviet CM, his %mewled's of ether UPHILL activity vas extensive. AAA's from bayemcees to interwetien ea preetioally all UPHILL CS plans, programs, and operahis aeteerk of prerePtilmal sad personal eentaata throughout UPHILL afforded

to a vide email! of*Oper =WILL eetivity. Seems* of his resegeised pro-

teesiomal abilier he eme'ensadijemsi
es a:oosseltant by his eollseemes throughout Valllo and opeetiehelltbiesokju,et is sees of the emeeitive pet eporations
of the abler cello servieem Alt bag diensiledlowerledee of all EUSAMIC/OPHILL 4eist
endeavors Nosiest the Soviet *ergot in lest and Viet Oermany. His knowledge of DfV
activity against the sene tailget vas ostensive and current, and included advanee
information or plumed ennoehime statism against Soviet intelligens* *Meese stationed
in Germany. Be had detailed earent knewledge of the MhARK/OHILL U.siaon picture
Iii Miseleb, Prankfert eat Deals. The Mariam poreoesel involved in this liaison
were known is himAhoee in Mheleh by true Identity, in some eases in depth. He was
generally conversant with ZUMAK orgmaisetion in Germany and at Headopertere which he
visited officially to 19564 The same
sea be said of his knowledge at EUSARK e e rolatleaships with the Morison intelligence semmmaity in Germany, and with the Gorman
aeourity
eseoutive agensies. He reports* to the IUD on everything iihich appeared
to be of iMPortmogo.
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3. Them are indinations that the real extent of the damage he named may not

lie 'solely in the betrayal of information, operations and personnel. His energies

might also have been directed to the influencing of persona and events in support of
longer range Soviet intelligence and psychological warfare objectives in Western

Germany. On one known occasion he Mal consulted by the Soviets concerning a psychological warfare campaign of their own. However, no really definitive stetement can
be made on this subject until UJIISCESY decides to admit the true extent of his activity, which may yell be never. The caltpradas suffered must, therefore, be adjudged
by the evidence at bead, both reel and circumstantial, avoiding speculation as much as
possible. fterythieg annsidered, there is a valid basis only for general evaluation
of damage. A more accurate and detailed accounting must await his full confession,
review of the ead produet of the 14,000 individual items of possible eempromise
being processed by Headquarters, plum additional information vs *moot to receive

from UPHILL on a continuing basis.

CHRONOLOGY

• A fairly clear picture of UjDEOUSY's activity for the KGB emerges from the
evartnation of his UPHILL occupational . history, viewed together with the chronology
of known losses. The years 1959 through m14-1961 saw UJDROWSY apparently expending
much of his energies against KUBARK. Prior to that time he was engaged for the most
part in reporting on and manipulating UPHILL and German agencies. Nevertheless he
certainly reported extensively on all KDBANK matters routinely coming to his attention. UJINIOWSY joined UPHILL in a field unit in November 1951 and had no access to
KUBARK personnel and operations until he transferred to Headquarters in September
1953. At this point and with KGB assistance, he began building himself up in the
eyes of UPHILL, MBANK, the BfV and the various Federal offices, a proem's that continued until 1958 when his position sae yell consolidated. Out of necessity, most
of his attention dewing this era was devoted to building UPHILL operations, penetrating other German offices, and reporting in depth the knowledge enquired, ad,
dreaming himself to MASK and other tatters only as specifically assigned by the

er when time and opportunity permitted.

5. In 1958 began an era of active UJDROWISY interest in two major areas of
CB operations against the Soviet target in Germany. He penetrated both, in
one case by invitation, in the other through constant agitation through his superiors until final MARK aogniescence. June 1959 saw the formalisation of joinl.
KUBARK/UPHILL targeting against Soviet loge's in the Bonn area. UPHILL participstion was enlisted to Obtain support in mounting audio operations against the target.
In 1958 UJDROWSY began a S011ia of operational and political eaneuvere culminating
in KUBARK agreement to effect a joint operational approach to the penetration of
the Karlshoret Compound. In both instances UJDNOWSY fed to the KGB information
eventually leading to the oompromist of everything.
THE SOVIET TABGXT IN WT

GESNIMY AID MIXICIFURT OPERATIONS BASE

6. Establishment of diplomatic relations between West Germany and the USSR in
September 1955 led to the formation in January 1956 of UPHILL's INDEX Staff and its
offensive CI mission against the Soviet Bmbassy in Bonn. Concurrently, the lifIr
formed its INDIGO Staff charged with the defensive monitoring of the same target.
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These responsibilitiselar0 broadened to include the Soviet Trade Mission in Cologne
Almost from the beginning UJDROWSY had substantial
upon its formation in
knowledge of the activity, sad in Mum& 1959 assumed responsibility for UPHILL'.
effort. Prom then satil his arrest he had current detailed knowledge of all INDKX/
INDIGO activity, augmented by collateral information from other GOMM agencies and
liaison services, isoluding =ABC• Re had official entree to all governmental,
administrative and poliee/intalligenes agencies of his country, as well as to nonofficial organs interested in the Soviet lehassy and Soviet Trade Mission for political, economic, cultural, soeially or other grounds, and oboe* objectives, plans and
decisions he had opportunity to learn, and in part to influence. The decision to
attack or ignore an WELL Ina target vas his. To enlist UPHILL support in 'mounting audio operatives eiplast Soviet legs/s in the Bonn area, MARX formalised in
June 1959 an agreemeutpermitting operational' liaison betweenthe KUBAN( PrenkfUrt
Operations Bees and the UPHILL 'I
Staff.

Mk

7. Detectable =MAW damage is restricted primarily to eanpomer, time and money
expended in totally unfroltfUl audio operations against Soviet lavas over a period
of almost three years. In the absence of UJDROWST a eraser, of success at least
would have been possible. =MAW Yrenkfart also cooperated With UPHILL on an operation involving a net of
meats in Vest Germany (and an attempt to defect the
Nast Gereany belied Soviet oasis °Meer), and on two operatioos designed to provide
spotting support for IMAM operations against Soviet legal*, and for leads to
legal travelers into the Soviet Union. One operation involved an agent Vho gave
to OMOIDOTO of the Soviet lebessy, the other the over of
El 3 bureau specialising in Cr -2 to the Soviet Union. In both cases Western
use of these aeohaniems .mas known to the Soviets from UJDROWSY prior to KUBARK involvement. Finally, MARK Frenkftrt cooperated with UPHILL in an audio surveillance
of the
7 UJDROWSY reporting on the operation warn a. ccontisuring—KIM—
re
8. Techniques utilised agalest the Soviets were in universal use in approachJug targets of the type. Equipsost used, 'with one exception, was nonsensitive in
tbil sense that the Soviets most likely already knew of its existence. In the operation against the Red Chinese, =ARK exposed its experiments 'with an operational aid
previonsly . not known to the Soviets, the 'nips-pusher.' Although the . XDB presumably
already knew of the sedates.* of a large MASK staff of technical people in Frankfurt occupied with activities other than joint operations with UPHILL, they oertainly
obtained through UjDROWSY ikelose impression of the KUBARX teebnicians involved in
the joint operations, sad their proficiency with the equipment they used.
9. The *looms* of operational approach to the Soviiit target in Germany are
reasonably predietable to the XOB became of the nature of the Soviet representatioo,
and the inherent Soviet security measures universally practiced. Nevertheless, it
must have been of eoesidereble assistanoe for the Soviets to know in depth precisely
wtere, how, and by 'Whoa they were being attached. To the extent that Western attempts to tattoo"' the Soviets in this area mere coordinated with UPHILL (and soet of
them were), the XUB through UjDROWSY conveniently aonitored and effectively blocked
most attempts to approach their iestallations, and had abundant opportunity to •
neutralise . any imeursions nearing sensitive ground.
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10. Tortmeateljr. it Is eet believed fey plans or programs lost through =WWI
can be judged peeellar tie Etlek3114, To reiterate, the tangible COMIC losses suffered
ea these operatioes are restricted to the aliases and
through liaison vith
descriptions of the MONK aflame invelved, plus the treeseedous vast* of man hours
devoted to an operatiaaal preens aeoltored by the NOB from its ineeption.
U. Firma ly, not strictly a Western loss, but a definite Soviet gain is implicit
in the oompromise at the eleadestine telephoto taps on the Soviet lebassy and the
Soviet Trade Mission Valeh faamil poet of the operational program. Assuming the
KGB vas kept momently datereel et** Operstional product, the sesuritYof tit* Soviet
installations vas tau 4104014. xikamitift, it ean be documented 'with sertaisty in
one dase that the Nowlate eft& their ltawafia44, of the telephone taps to spread misleading intbrnatlea vhddhebseared the fist tastWOMOMBY had betrayed Slot Sermon
plane to apprebeet•INIkletpele dertaluly the Seviets . mast have geed the some channel
in other eases se vial. •
TES

mingsampe opiromPsommi ailiassam

DISZ

31.VallIONNIHlemnebeta ...warted effort in 190 to gather detailed ieforme..
tiou about the IMAM street ttpleptarSte tbe SeVist Karlsherat Compound. Ne engineered a series . of wisis-ta MIME mum relationships 'which resulted is his
being briefed by COMM as the abates of the =IRK effort. In July 1959, MUNK
vas forced to tars over to gram &wedging lead vbieh, in September 1959 Demme
UPHILL'. first viable peastratisa at the:Narlsherst target. Subsequent IODINE
UPHILL agremmemt to estOblish sa.OPNILL ease *Meer within the Berlin Commend COs.
pound for daily sommoltatisme ea the operation, , ead en other Joint planning agmlust
the Earleherst target * (eve mammy legitimate aesess to information vhich gradually
resulted in themear arataialiaatiaa of the CONINE effort.
13. MOW Perlis lesemeim terms of teagible 40114Am and techniques are moosidereal*, bet it is met bellowed the CON, es • result of the oompromise of the
IKarleberet Compenad aijaritiaa tbiorgtt UMW, eau3At eave acquired valuabla
sight. into. overall UMW
andimegrammieg
planniag. The operations mire classic
in miturej the ewes*
Ibmt bels 'steed the test Of time, and utilised ostensively
by the Soviets taseselfebaoTh loopedlate sat Plug mem Objectives of the Eeriehorst operstles emelt eastly . kie Advised by the Soviets 'who did not need =MOOS!
to telltisaa 1C0111W las prinerily interested is the defection or recruitment of key
Soviet personnel: ded4 cissettamseesly, in establishing a facility through 'which
Soviet intentions .001 be milaitama, ujIMOMBY could have made hie most valuable
contribetioa by pmeridime . ITIMO Ea lath a sheik as the progress of. ENNUI 's epees..
tiaras, sad 'with a taw be the •Ndiatibp, at the ease topertent IONIA swots el thia
the target. Iftedealbted . heild at lees% *et. Pending reeeipt of4Oldisee to the
contrary it is assumed that the Soviets vault hese beaten advantage of 11JSMOUST to
requeet routine MAME smiler
trnees on all likely Earlsherst penetrations;
end, that mesh trastes bitIJONMOSY would have compromised all of the averts
SK
MA
traced lath mrstm Smedadiag these tresed.vith aSILL prier to formalisation of
the joint INNAMIEVONELL OPPr olhoh to taw to ns,*
.

mum

Vr's
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Although so naively MARK operational plans, programs, and technique*
through WIONSY, there remains the possibility that in
were exposed to the ION
one respect a ombiestim at BMWS! revelatious and fallacious KGB reasoning could
have a detrimeetel attest ea verld-vide MOAK operations against Soviet targets.
In apprising the SOO at the epee .r1COMANIVe eoemitment against the Zarlshorst
Compound, and agaimet 1irriet4aga1s in lest Germamy, =MOM eertainly contributed
to iaboromeoa liorZelloosvol010 st the LetemeityOf the ZOOM eifert coolest Soviet
installetionsAbseedie 440MOmmtees drama br the SOB mild messlvehly have resulted
in a general tightest's stiesserity stands/dm in Soviet installations throughout
the world.
MUSICK LIMON SASS

15. Swift ready seems to the true identities of most OWE staff personnel
assigned to *wish Liaises awe ever a period at eight years, =MOM has admitted
his betrayal of a ter Of them to the ZOB, sal the assumption that he betrayed all of
thee mist be aseepted4 SmObly 100 personas' vere exposed. Addressee, telephone
numbers, limess plate sumhers of the ICUSAM officers views easily available to hies
as sere identities of umbers Of their families. So vas conversant 'with the mechanics
at the satire MAW VOSILL liaises relstioaship, sad eertaialy ean be expected to
have kept the ZOB surremtly informed. In this oonmectien it is noteworthy that he
was completely mere at the emistesee of the operational houses need for MARK/
UPHILL liaises mestingo, ftrumehe amd 'Isar Sees'. In the sees Of "Srueeke s , he
had freepost assess Arad blo 01111 gete hey. le vas alive interests& in the eareers
of departed SOUK liaise, +Wiese, emd in refinement plaaning (or lack thereof).
He is known to have attempted elleitatim from his liaison periaers of information
on filtillmeet of Soviet MOM. lit a very social wester*, and despite his fall
schedmle, he smell elmeys be relied com to aseept social invitations from XMAS
°Moors. lbertagpartims he shoes his targets earef.117, usually seneentrating on
vivo* mei female Matt pareasaal. It is belismatWOOGSSI routinely photographed
far the SOS serreepeedemee sesolved fres P. Sisee it has
been established he
regelarly phebegmplmodemSerial in his sales, it suet be assumed the MIMS doeugraft more ineledede Seetelely be bet the ieslimation to accomplish as nosh as
humanly possible ter the Seelote. Through the years he had direct seeeee to over
700 places Of eerreepemdemee Shish loot to his sad to his section, sad good potential seems to several times es mesh sent to the CI Group. The memoranda oontained
nem tram rowels mall egmartlenal ausseegmedenee, and transmitted SEIM 011
studies, Finally, be geed the liaises ralAtioaship as a vehicle to extend his
knowledge *finnan eetivity to other ZOOM slemeute in Oereany, sad vas :away*
eager to propose Sumish ammo aaateraases with members of other MARK bases.
KUBARK EXADWARTZBB

16. =BOOBY visited EMU asaliquartars in 1956. Leaking a precise record
of what occurred there, Munich mat defer to Headquarters to assess any &image
caused through the briefing given his, and through his exposure to KUBARK personnel
and installations. Suffice it to say * it is certain he reported thoroughly to tho

KGB on his visit.

7
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THE COMPROMISE OF OPHILL

18.

The dense, naueed UPHILL and the German Government through a EGB pen*.

tration at a high segos* level over a leme period of time must also be considered
a direct EUBANK loss. Inewbeted, spewed and carefully nurtured by MUM, UPHILL
hes represented a MOW MAK commitment in West Germany for fifteen years, and
any consideration of its security sad effectiveness must realistically be viewed
eccordingly.
19. The UPHILL CM orgeeilation mover had a single stuccoes worthy of mention.
Although this vas des in part to incompetence, the primary responsibility from 1953
on was directly due to =mow. His teataeles extended outward from CB to embrace
much of the rest of the ors= argmnimation in Germany, most notehly Positive Opera,ti one, Politioal Colleetion, SOM. Cemtrel, the Central Index, and large segment:
Of the field organimatien Ineteding,tbe loon lad Berlin liaison staff,. Whereas
the average Ilrou °Meer .st . VOIMONOT's level and position mould have a acre re-

stricted view of tbe totality of UPHILL activity, UJOROWST.dellberately, methodically,

indeed brazenly, extended his ogees to the pant "'here one can only weeder how he
nes able to get mew with it, ors= reins of compartmentation being ',bat they are.
In addition his iefiltratLea of large oegesots of the rest of the German Government
can only le:d to the concluelos this frenetic activity ems for the MGR, not for
UPHILL.
20. ?teed with evidence that
=ROW
compromised
almost everything he deemed
important, restricted in his satiyity only by time and physical limitations, the
compromise factor must be viewed in terms of his extensive 44COSS, and in face of
firm evidence be 000sistently passed to the SOB voluminous material on Xinox film'
and magnetic tapes, by SYM letters, and orally at personal meetings.
21. The coepromise of tbe Western *Must've and defensive CZ effort against
the major Soviet targets in Germany he. been describedelsewhere.UMMOMMY also
Informed the MOB f
o MILL CZ operations amplest the Satellite notices, including
Stet Germany. Tbe degree of eempremise in these areas has not yet bees determined,
but it is believed enteesive. It le sufficient to say that the entire UPHILL CH
effort has been notable for its complete leek of success, and that in large part
this must have been due to the activities of =BOWL

22. The identities of UPHILL staff persoonel, their positions, movements, and
addresses were-extensiveiy reported to the MOB by UMIROWST, who also vas alveTs
quick to respond to MGM inoiries on *pectin(' UPHILL officers. Although not pose ibis
to estimate the =Ober of tbese eompremised, it is likely that fry, if any, key
personnel in headquarters and in the field escaped his attention, and that the cow.
promise is extensive and universal - eighty per cent might be • safe estimate.

23. =Roan vas in a position to compromise to the KGB all Mast German sources
of the UPHILL Positive Operations °Temp. He had in his possession an UPHILL Optik,
a schematic prepared by the SOWV4 Control Group indicating on an intrinate chart
the location and activity of all UPHILL agents in Mast Germany. Combining the Optik
with the UPHILL referenee and address files to which be had direct access, he could
collect data *sibling the Soviets to identify the agents. Although =ROWS! had -oh
access to the UPHILL agent card files, his persona/ notes indicate he and the
Soviets knee bow to distimgmish cords referring to *gists in the femoral reference
Index and &der'sa fileepaod it is assumed be prentbly vas systematieally locating
sane.

• 1!

Attachment to 10M1•99604 0 Page 7
2s. There is substantial evidence, ineluding partial self-ednissioa, that
=MOM did eXteasive ebedkLeg of the =ILL Imam' and Mee for the NUB. The
damage potential inhereet in this situation is *vices, but cannot be assessed.
25. Compremies suffered by ether UPHILL elements is act as readily definable,
he VSS rather vilely eansulted, nest notably by the Politioal Collection Group,
occasionally by UTILITY, ebb in at least one instance sought his advice and assistance on an operation he poseenallydirected and considered sensitive. In addition to his other amtles, =SOW vas the UPHILL enter responsible for oonsulting
with members of the NV smile on mewl* eases involving the Federal Ministries,
and as such sad at umessoli, vas rewired to eensult with the hierarchy of his own
at his operating methods leads to the eemalusion very
organisation. Minnimaties
this coverage
little or UPHILL remised eenpletely use:evened by =ROM; although
in many cases probably vas spotty.

but
and

COMPROMISE OF THZ INTERNAL SECURITY ASASCIES

26. =MST bad °Metal aeons to the Bf14. all of the LfVs, and to the SG.
The total compromise of the HIV dotingly* effort adeinst the Soviet target has been
outlined elsevbere. In oddities, be systematieally photographed for the NOB the
Bf9 product, includiag lbw umembir reports, and the reports on Monitoring of Agent
Radio Activities. Tibiae tell edesseses of his mow official contacts in the EfV,
he used his periodic visits to the Bfr to gather operational information outside of
his legitimate sphere of interest. In this respect, a good example of the brazen
extreme to 'which he 'mull go is to be teem& in the fact be carried a tape recorder
on his 1117 visits, and solicited from his Bff contests the opportunity to record
messages they slot have for other person in'varieue sections of UPHILL. Re afforded the LfV Bavaria lihe treatment, and to a certain *stout probably gathered
informatiOn from the remaimaer of the Lf11 complex.
OTHSRCOUSIMBATISIM
27. The Soviets, through UlaltOMST„ meet have compiled throughout the years a
comprehensive badly of /eternities on
and German intelligence and security
personnel, on their organisations, installations, eodus operandi and targets, and
on the mechanics of their islartarelationships. Even assuming they have other pen...

raw

tratioes in the Germ* imtelliimmes and security community, the Soviets over a period of *levee years owl' bine dotaisal throogb this asset alone enough interesting
and accurate lifernmtlen to veleash a major pregeganda eampaign *spinet Anerioan and
German espionage setivity based in Vest Germany and West Berlin. That they have not
dope so during the slue mamas that helm elapsed since WOMONST's arrest probably
SOSSA they 'will emit for an appropriate moment 'rhea, for one rowels or *nether, it
vi II no longer be meeeseery for them to protect UJEMOMMT. This meet lihely will not
happen until sometime after his trial and conviction, which probably will not take
place before the spring of 1963.

Atteehment to BIM-5960k, Page 8
28. A good .l. of material doubtless in Soviet possession, and having
excellent psychologleal mortars potential is to be found in UJDROWBF I s UPHILL
files on Ian operations. These oentain detelled reporting on all conferences,
agreements and measeres taken by UPHILL and the Western intelligesee services on the
one hand, and by the responsible Federal agencies and their subordinate units 011
the other, regardiag the um1tee et elandestine telephone tapping of Seviet installations in West dermay. The films entlies in detailed documentary fora the sachem,
ism UPHILL need to realise its **Alves - Objectives undertaken on direct order of
the Federal Goverment, 001 eiteated ia seeret seeperation mith high governmental
officials, govenmormithel agenelee, eat vitt% allied intelligence serviees, mast
notably MAW, =MOUSY hes admitted the 1011 had a particuler interest in the
cooperation of the West German and allied, intAilligenee services vith the various
Federal offices. Although be bee not admitted leasing this material to the HUB, it
is unimaginable that be did net do so.
rH

DOCUMMTATICS
29. The major documentary sot:roes for this nerrative are*
a. The

GeTUSAI

and MARK interrogations of =BOUM.

b. UPHILL's steity of their ova losses. Those items bearing on KUBARK
operatics& and security are being given to us piecemeal as they are ceepleted by
the UPHILL damage staff. Some
of the meterial already has been forwarded to headquarters and ether XDBABI addressees. Other editorial in our possession mill be
forimumbel in the near future, mom that the field phase of the damage assessment has
been completed.. Hereafter, the prodnst of UPHILL deem, staff research will be
sent forward as it is reeeived. We doubt UPHILL will prepare a !lima damage narrative, and if they do, doubt sem sere that MARK will receive a copy.
c. Hard root end imprissioss gained from the detailed and painstaking study '
—a with the assistance of other members of the MMnich Liaison
by L.
Staff, of pertinent field Mee, culuineting in the production of 114,000 individual
it
of possible oompeemise.
I. Demme* *emotive* prepared by Berlin sad Frankfurt Operations Bases.
A WORD ABOUT =Rum
30. No mention of =RUN we node in this paper for the saks of simplicity,
and because his role, although not minor, certainly vas secondary. However, he
vas a KGB penetration of upsim even longer than UJDROWSY, vas UPHILL 's leading
surveillance expert, and vas marking in UPHILL'. major CE field base for the past
five years. He we in a position to report to the KGB considerable CI and opera,.
tioual informetieu supplementing that provided by UJDROWST. He nicely rounded out
the team that effectively provided the HOZ with almost full coverage on UPHILL's
CI and CZ aetivities not to mention the considerable insight provided on other
UPHILL operational e;tielties.
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Operatienal/CIUMATIMOWDT/MITS2
The DOD WISOWDY Damage Shady

ACT100

None, for your intermatien.
estowsicsome
Rook-17657, 22 May 1982

1. II satisfy the brunt et the requirement Levied in reteremoe, we are
attaohtag to this dispateh a MID diary *compilation prepared be
:D
during her recent TOT in ler1in6 While the ettaeameat is net narrative in style,
we believe that me or Thema% mould se graphleally detail the sum and eabstance
of DOS's &stoma losses romalling tree the =mown oempromise.
2. The maim problem emetreettag aa analyst attempttag to compile a listing
definitely or probably oemprodeed C._
.0 agents, is the question of how much
tine UJUMOWST okit have bed te train AMISMUS employees on behalf of the X. Until
we have evidence to the sentrary, we feel that it must be assumed that (a) the very
feast of their employment
La
Sr O4441e4 to the MUM oomplex ' autematisally made all
CI
of laterest to the Soviets; (b) that the Soviets would have taken
advantaep et WINIMOI 4 e eases. to request runtime traeos on all
23 sad (a)
that snot' treeing MV UJIMOMOT mould lain oesprenised all of theme Cwho
were trussed with MULL -• iselmdimg these who worm treed with MILL before =BASK
and WM= decided ea jedetly operating against MUM
of

3. , Although ear lemmas is terms of taigible assets and toehniques are
oonsiderable, we della whether the Mae as the result of the compromise of the
AMMON eperatioa via WIMOUOT• could have aoquired valuable insight into overall
MARK progrannteg end planking. The operettas run against MMUS were classic
in all respects. The appreada was one that bas steed the toot of time and that has
boot used extensively . by the Owlets themselves. lame, we relied to a large extent
on refugees for our leads bat In ether parts of the world such individuals would
simply be referred to as "eentaels with former moose to a Beelet installatico." The
fact that DOD em4eyed a greater measure of onstrel over its lead prodmaere is a .
political fact of ilfe Whieh the Seiviets would surely have understood even without
the earwi g** of
The Immediate end lolks-ralkso objeotives of MMUS oould
also be easily divimed by the Seeleess sed adjoin they did not need WiDMOMPT to tall
them that we were primarily interested LI the defection or recruitment of key Soviet
personnel and, sim4teneems17. In establishing a facility through whioh Soviet
intemtioms could be swelterel. la the ANNIMOS field, UJIMINSY Gould make his most
valuable oentsibutisa by providing the MID with a amok on the progress of MOOARK's
operatlame sold with a OOT to the identity of the mere important MIMI agents within

=mow.

target.
4. There Is hemmer, the possibility that In eme respect a oembination of
VIDIMWITT reveletiene eel tallaelses XIS reasoning scold have a detrimeatal *Met on
the XIS of the
weryg-wsge mans egewmtieme against assiet targets.apprising
2a
effort)
ageinet
MMUS.
if
sampeuer
amd
XIMANes
eemmilmeat
(is
terms
coop* of
the

WDMOWST mold ont help tot imerease Soviet &ogresses of the intensity with Whish
Soviet temeallatlems &breed are beimg werbed on. If, the XOD may have reememed, so

APPAIMIDt_
Distribstions
2 w/1 el *tit
2 - Mt, w/1 Go att
2 - OOD, w/1 es 444

Attaetwont:
DOM Damage Ouvpilation
tren autonahlia langrading
lad deelassitioatida•

amour 1 - ateured

114° Sib
taw

iatio4 want
U Ott P4Allk me A

801111,110
'

ralt7

tqA,*.

fte.

611111101. MIS MIL

=BA 43014

naoh effort is beteg expended es swatters agelnet sa lastalletion In a relatIvoly
umaosensible area, suet at MAU 40 eves mere aislast installatiate is areas sot
under Soviet onstrol! Ssett dedseties ea the part of the KISS Gonad amosivahly have
resulted ts aeaneral tightening et the abeerity standards in Soviet lastallatiems
throueheut the meld. thers". iseresetng the handl...pa eostfermiting; MARK, 01102WY
and friesdly liaises servines be their uirld.wide operatiess against the Soviets.
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'CMS Ail,
14147
WM

RUC

OMOSISIMIll

'1111111111111ilite

2

Amason to zem-73o14
SIM= direst through CI- 2 c.z
for lew•l•vel refugee debriefing..
GRUM

110011111

eperatien,
Comatly used

;D cL_
WOMOBST direst, E
-3
<1,
_4. if be is te be considered hostile controlled.
met there ono* in April 1959. Currently used
fer leemaevel reemer ge debriefings.

C._

_..

C._.

C___

...3 c...._

--_,

ales

appartm La WIlltaltr• notebook and was used hy UPHILL

prior to AIN
M ooettoo tokitog it over. (ronainatod).

HMV

) ( _

(
(
IC

/STA

1
(
)
) , (hesdArtma).

(

(

)

) (germinated),

MOIL end UJIMOMBY direst sines used in (
)
aperstimm. Alas met C
) there a few times in
19,9 but 4eubtfb1 be would remember. (Terminated).
(
) .(
) est here enoe on 12 August 1961.
(Currently being used by the Sew Bloc Branch).

=int

Compeemised thriughtUTMOVEY a/nee leaned to UPHILL for
use is isdo is meetly their "irfUrt soiree in the
CNIBOUBMI ease. (Terminated).

rasa

) if his memory is seed. He tipped as bein g of
sir interest te BOB late 1958 to UPHILLMOBOBBY. net
fregeemBly in his early eareer as a BOB agent in 2.957 in FIWILD
) wee there alma in 1958, but it is pasetioneble
ehother . the
senile elo man oeuld remember the address by the
time be ebe latorrogstod try the ma in July 1961. (Teroineted)
) met there am amd off from 1958 until •tree
1464980. (Oorgeo41, in use by the Hgeeiel agerstinno
ken* for 14evel debriefiegs).

Mg=

)filse
) eperation. VOMMOMEY took ever the i
is Ceteber 1960 amd tree the reports oeuld have learned of
Its lesetLea. (Tweinated).

C

allEgla( seetinned
(

CASE

) operation. (Terminated).

Others briefly known to
STORE
&AUGHT=
WOOM
IOTA

) met
• .(
(
) met
(
) met
) met
•
(Iirminatiod).

(
there enc•. (Terminated).
there once. (Reassigned to Mao).
there twice in 1957. (Currently in use)
there three times late 57 card early 58.

VM.WilbsessaorROMY was briefed to the effect thst we employed
agent meeting* and that safeheuse keepers were
our
used . W * sormally resided en the premises.

II -

.223thOSEIL
1. BOMB
• 4110110's °Mee limited inside the BC Compound.

3. 'arra Le. of *aurae, the possibility that =MOWN may

have spotted

one of the liaison officers claming in or out of the BOB off lee
at owe
• et the times when he was inside the BC Compound. This can
net, however, be verified by any info available in current files.

MOSEZISILABIONE.

ACCOMMODATION ADM= (Centinuid)

( Aludined to (

tgalloolleaj

(Assigned to (

)

(CanoellAkt)
t , Tho ammosolation addros000 above currently in use have been

'11010rvilriatal.Y.
1

rV. ISILEININEL (Plust alll'i ?ma")
C

)

)
(C:_
)
(
C
(1?
C
6

),
J

(
(

)

)

. UMNOWN direct
. URSOWSY direct
direct
=MOWS!
- =ROW direct
- WUROMSY direct
w to IBM - possibly indirect then to WDROWSY
. WOMOWSY direct
. say in first nano to IMMO - probably passed on
to =MOSSY, and WIROMSY oould have celled for
bar when be was here TIN during early August 1960.
- trus name to MOM and possibly to CinhOttSY
- trw• nano to MICRO and possibly to WIONOWSY

°theirs through cempronised eeriest (i.e. ones in which WMPOWSY known or
highly suspected to balm compromised the
&gout)

)
C

C

)

Others threw& eappreased oases: (continued)

)

)

believed eampromIsed under ems alias (unknown which one

be used) thru liaison with UPHILL on CARECOVER case.

operatorst
Comm and PLOTTER

V.

ZEILIZELMAMILMEL

vi. =MOM MOM
74 5196 SBORO bees, number,-C.
terminated).

.D (Currently in use, will be

5326 Gives to WIROMSY. (Ho further ops use contemplated).

6779

c

)

(currently in use).

)

C

6391 4101,4's BOB ewitehboird number, known directly to UJDROWSY.
(TO be eaneelled).
6453 411010'e'effloe phone in the DC Compound. Known to U./DROWSY.
(Camoelled).
6613 D013 adrift nuMber given to IRMO for contacting Lapolla and
Oplaski in an emergency. Probably known to anMOMBY. (To be
oancelled).
6278 ROOM to UJERCWSY. (Not currently assigned. Will be termir:ate).

6321 NUmber issued C

)

wno may well be under no;stlie

*entre', and also CARECOVICH case where it went direct to

UJOROWY. (Currently in use).

=WHOM MUMPS (eontinned)
Oplask( bens telephone number in possession of •BORG.
May have OM* to UJDRCUST's personal attention also.

89 1378

1....MUMEL (Comments This is not samplste since many
ease officers did not note down the number of
the vehicle they mere driving.)

V/2. 2.13.

)

I cx 114 - (
• C41 719 • (
1D1 758.. c
D AZ 736
(
• BB 653 -

Opel

)1 lanais
) Taunus - he is still using this number which
blown thru (
) operation and probably

Ones Imam sir believed deetreepds (All issued to MORO for bin backstopped
oar.)
1LP 256

AX 473

Dot& es Slians's Pnegrard

AX lei
ct.

544

All for 41110MS'a VW and destroyed Dossier 1961

AE 154

V111.

SSIMAIR
SW outgoing °after& nots6
One tine vadat 411147
#1521
(2he above all toned to °ROMA (ABOOMMBLm39)
Note: There ere two BOB 2rnsey W/T sets inside East Berlin which were
C
issued
) an (
) and cached for erTetrgency
purposes in the vicinity of their SUM-el" ooLtages. There is no
evidence to date that either of these has been compromised by

U.TDROWSY so the sets oanmat be listed on this tally.
LK.

OTELLIGENCE REPORTS

All went either directly to UJDROWTI or he had easy access to them.

) sources (
All were bazed on info received tramC
3 and comprised our Leo espeoially during 1958-1959 and again in 1961
of indications of Soviet moves and actions within Bast Berlin.

1958

6

1959
1960
1961
TOTAL

27

22
21

I.

BOB FILB NOWAL
It is 1111100111111 gAl to estimate the vast

number of traoes furnished to
the
direct
attention of UJIIROWSY.
UPHILL which 'Quid have come to
with
the (
) (UPHILL'S
in
oonnection
ones
were
passed
Lcasseerable
confirmed
or oorrectec:
source's
info
was
either
ease
where
UPHILL
0)
when in error. To this must then be added the volumes of the UPHILL
which were traosd through our files and again the info eith4
Karlaharet study
confirmed or eorreoted where in error. Little of this lends itself to the
damage input Sheet. Where possible and valuable it was inputed.

II.

.2.M.7?Iigga.
141

=nom'

was personally briefed an BOB targets of interest in
Since
Xarlahoretp he mini the KOS were rather thoroughly aware from mid-July 1959
on of what we intended and hoped to acoomplish in that field. The 3ize of
the AMIDES staff was oomprmaised to him. the method of operation for the
BOB wwitohbeard, pertain MO principles employed and eventually the YX1B
probably became aware of all of the officers who worked on the AE4IIIP6
target.

X II.
Identified early 1959. Was already out in West (ermany.

)

)

Identified as BOB agent September 1960. Arrested 20 July
1961.

C
C.

Identified as BOB agent I March 1961.

)
)

Identified as BOB agent July 1959. Allowed to remain oy
NUB, access to into steadily blocked. Refugeed Ootooer 1960
and resettled in West Berlin.

Wowed her Moeember 1959 indloating ope Interest. Admitted
B•ptember/Getober 1961 she was our agent . by then she had
aanfessed to having been run into us by the MIS.
interest tipped to UPHILL Movenber 1958. Agent'r,
actions especially during 1963/61 led us to believe there
• was a good dhow** he was a double.
BOB op.

Tipped direetly ' when notified UPLILL. in April 1961 we
would mak* our approach to her in June.

AGM 1129/10MIN TIMID TO =ROWS!
Thraugh indioating
)

C

SOS

interest in (

breumht us In eowtaot with him.

) who

UnIMOWSY may have !moose aware over the years that she was
• former agent of sure. Sines resettled (circa early 1958)

tallest Sammy.
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MICNOWMM

AOSTA ACT

'ua-"LiTtBAT/UJOROWSY
tumulus, Derma Rs
ACTION It EQUIPISES

FYI
REF: E00A-17657, 22 May 1962

1. POB liaison with UPHILL units on an operational basis was commenced

and foroolisod in Alm 1959. The porposo of establiehing this liaison relation-

ship was primarily to Obtain UPHILL pport in mounting audio operations against
Soviet logals living in the Betio area. In praetlee this operational liaison
developed into a relationship with one UPHILL °Moor belonging to its
Dionststello 24 in Prenkfurt/M, 'CCM *ad the se■ealled Index Staff in Koeln
as represented by a total of seven of its staff employees. In addition, knottier
problems °ailing for volley &missions or UPHILL serviosta not within the oompetense
of Dienststell• 24 or the Index Staff were discussed direetly on an ad hoe basis
with UJDROMSY. Such meetings brhemmiCUMMOWSY and POB offieere took plass in
one of three plasess in Maio& as sponsored by MLB, in Prankftrt at a KUBARK
safshouso located at Miesement 37, at various pOblis eagle or restaurants in the

Bonn•Kooln area.

2. The period of this operational liaison astivity between POB and UPHILL

lasted from Jane 1959 through OetOber 19614 Co-operation with ODORS of the
Mines Dionetatelle 24 in frembfart was almost exclusively on matters pertain.ing to the CARECOVOR Operation, Shish involved a net of aRu owlets operating in
the Podrep. Momitering this operation bosom a liaison nightmare in that
oortain portions of this net sane to the attention of the LifiV Rheinlamdp-Pfalx,
the LfV Heseem6 tho arv, tho END, KUSORK ant US Military intelligens* origamications. =ha ultimately aseepted sad performed the reao of senior soordinator
for this operation with its executive roll-up during the early fall of 1960.

3, Later MARK alma mode an attempt to deft the GRU offiser who had
been responsible for naming the agent net in the POdrep amd had been doing
this with wanton disregard for aostpted clamdestine operational prineiploe. This
approach insluded a $50,000 sash offer to the mu *Moor if he would detest to
KUBARM4 The foot thatiGAYOUCeonsidored sueh a defootion to have so high a
Distributions
2 - C/XE
2 - C/MLB
2 - COS/0

GROUP 1
Exploded from automatio

domoreding and 4eo1amalfisatiOn7Slietypee

3
paiaelahriareAVII14i

DATE 01 MP A T CHILD

July 1962
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SECRET

ST 0111101 AID O.
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cash value was
to the UPHILL Wiser. involved, MORN and UJOROWSY.
Sine. KUBARes wilhin
to offer sueh a gash reward was indleative of its
policy towards Soviet intelligens* pereamalities, this pone), aertainly became
y
As stated KUBARK's maib vol. in the
known to the HIS through
CARECOVER operation was, however, primarily that of senior 000rdinator among
the servioes involved. This root plus the degree to which KUBARK was emeesefully able to perform this foliation is also known to the RIS through UjDROWSY.

=wa .

4. We do not feel that other noteworthy indleatlons of KUBARK modus
°permit, oapeibilities, or plans were betrayed to the RI3 through 101101ARK liaison
with MILO* Dienststelis 24. 'One must bear in mind that the CARECOVER operation,
if one disregards the
ess It offered to a seemingly vulnereale RI3 offiser,
basically consisted of extremely lowlevel agents. Theirimmdling didagt
require the use of operational proeedures not already well known to the Intel'igen,* eemmunityfti■both last and West.
5. As we have said, dealings with the UPHILL Index Staff loeated in Mein
established to fee ilitate audio operations against Soviets residing in
the Federal Republle Wed eemeemtrated in the Bonn aree4 Efforts aimed at
initiating these opera tions resulted in the expenditure of a great amount of
man hours of both XUBARK amd UPHILL ease Wiser tine. None of the operations
attempted produced
1ligsas.1 operational or otherwise, of any value,
perhaps due in part to
s knowledge of these In these audio operations
UPHILL supplied operatienal support in terns of Obtaining listening nests,
providing serveillamee, Ohysieal deseriptioms of the targets, eta. KUBARes
oantrUmaticw6 without exeeption, eemaisted of providing teehmielans and equipgiant for the audio
ties itself. We are assured by PORTOP42 that one
must assume the RIS was alreaSy aware of the existence of all the audio equipwent used in =BMX
ti aseemplished jointly with the UPHILL Index sum
Prom theme operations
MS meld helve learmed through UJDROWSY the stress
KUBARK places on sash operatioms in relatively Nientrollee Western areas of
operations. The RIB would also have developed some respect for the diffieulties
encountered by a Western IS operating in a demooratie operatiomal setting.
war*

6. Prom a teohnis
.quit point of view, we can assume that the RIS
learned little new about AI3 teehmiques through UJOROWSY. It would have learned,
however, that KUBARIC has a largo staff of teehnical people stationed in Frankfurt,
presumably oesupted with astIvities or than joint operations with UPHILL. We
cannot imagine What farther insight the RI3 might have Obtained into KUMAR plans,
°abilities or opera
assets Oro* POS liaison with the UPHILL Index Staff,
assuming the =ARK persommel involved restrieted their oeuversation with UPHILL
Staff members to the 0
tional business at hand.
ted with the UPHILL Index Staff on an operation directed
7. POB also e
) legals in the Bemm ar446 This operation by virtue of the
at C
a suitable listening post tor it ultliately involved
difficulties In
) and resulted in untold liaison and *coordination
the( )_ and (
diffloulties. Again in this operation UPHILL supaled operatiomal support While
teehmisal Installation and supply the equipment. The
KUBARK was to porters
audio equipment used in this operation was also notreessitive in that the RIS
know of its exIstmee•. On the other hand we must
in all likelihood
its experiments with an operational aid previously
WON. that =MARK
not knowa to the
This Ot eed, at equisment is known as a "Pipe-pusher and
ama to be used to pesbi a pipe, in uhishwires MOTO to be placed between two
buildings.
8. No truly new teehnigmee, ether than the "Pipe-pmeher", were used in the
operation against tbeRed Chinese. The HIS would have learned that KUMAR has
a great interest in a ttempting to penetrate these installations and plasm' great
stress on endeavors se aimed. ADM, it is felt the MS could have gained little
not already knew& er assumed about =BARK operational interest in the Bonn Red
Chinese installation.
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9. In addition to audio oponntiftwi. POB dealt with the UPHILL Index Staff
on several operations designed to provide spotting support for MARK operations
against Soviet legal. in the Petrels amd for leads to legsl travelers into the
Soviet Union. The first type of operation is represented by (
) the *mond
by the
) operation*
) operation involved a singleton agent in eantaot with oertain
10. The 6
members of the Sovistibimisy through giving this (
) was also employed by UPHILL and reeelving a
KUBARK dissovered think (
salary from both orgmaiola1onm6. Obrionaly the agent was blown to the HIS via
UJDROWSY before the PCSAIME/L negotiations an final disposition of the ease.

) operation involved a singleton agent running a C
11. The C
spesialising in ( ) to the Soviet Union. KUBARKagain discovered that
the *gent was also in eamteet with UPHILL and resolving dual salary. The Sass
was eoordinated with lb* resat that MEM was to *salons to run the agent
and supply POB with the °take% assaillig at information on individuals intemding to go to the Soviet
on using the serviees O C
) Again
western use of (,
) as a spotting asehaniam was known to the HIS from
UJDRCWSY prior to POWUPHILL liaison on this sdbjeot.
12. Comolusiones TO the extent that Western attempts to &UAW( the Soviet
target in the Pedrop were soordimeted with UPHILL, the HIS through =BONY
oould oonmemiently monitor nod effeetively block most of these attempts to
approach their installations sod. of vows*, easily neutralise this as soon as
the attempt seemed to be appreadsiog sensitive ground. It is felt, however,
that because of the nature of the Soviet off/Adel representation in the Fedrep
and the leherent seserity seasmres prontleed by the Soviets, the avenues of
operational appraisal& are ressemehly predistable to the HIS. We soggest that
RIS predietions as to the gemern1 nature of XUMARK.emdeevore and plans against
the Soviet target in the Pedrepowere not materially enhereed by UJDROWSY's
knowledge from NM/UPHILL liaison ha more]: sourtrost.
Tb be sure, the RIB Obtained a eloser impression of MICTOPAZ teehnloians
13.
involved in these joint operations and their prefisionny with the e quipment they
use. It seems likely, however,. the 021,1141110* of MOM in Praokfurt was known
to nPHILL and preemmably =ROM throe* nerwsl liaison oondusted in this field
via MLB.

14. Exoniaation it the limited Ti :r at (mutest reports still available an
POS/UPHILL ease °Meer 'outsets fres the period in question reveals that the
majority of our meetings with MOM eenserned the nuts and bolts of operational
activity, how to Obtain the blueprints of an aparlamett, whether it would be
preferable to make a bleak emtry thiamin am available window or door, prObleme
Involved wittitromagertaion it a 'lathes (*est with eamsealed tape reeorder
from Frankfurt to Boma amd eialmr est/atlas. V. sanmet imagine that th • RIS
found this information pertiselmily Onlighteans.
15. /be operational plate and teehniques need by FOB and UPHILL against the
Soviets are probably universally used in spprosehing operations of this type.
been more Moo
seeeessful had the RID not had UJDROWSY
They would vmdeebtedly
to aid this in feeusimg on the spositio targets against whioh they were applied.
Probably real KOMARE looses am operations involving PM/UPHILL liaison eon be
reetrieted . te the aliases am& deserigtioss at the HUBARKers involved plus the
work devoted to operations monitored WI the_
it
bare
tremendous waste of Ran
HIS Trois their lomption. In emir review we have discovered no plane or progress
lost via ILIDWANY *1*k realletimally eaa be Judged as Familiar to,EUE*RE.
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I.

Reference B gives a general summary of estimated damage suffered
by Frankfurt Base as a result of the KGB penetration of the BD, UJDROWSY.
We felt that it might be useful to discuss in a bit more detail the effect
of the UJDROMSY penetration on FOB operations targeted against Soviet personnel station in the German Federal Republic. This particular aspect
should be examined more closely in order better to plan for the future.
2. KGB Knowledge of EUBANK Background Information on Soviet Target
Personalties:

a. The majority of positive identifications of Soviet intelligence
officers available to Frankfurt Hasa from KUBARK files originated with
Soviet defectors; the next largest oontributor to this field of information
was 17JNOCTUM the smallest proportion originates with unilateral operations.
It has been the practice in liaison with the BND for /MARK to provide
identification of Soviet personnel, stationed in or visiting the Federal
Republic, as intelligence officers on the basis of defector reports and
FJNOCIIIRE information. The BND has prepared a Handbook of Soviet Officials

in the German Federal Republic which is revised regularly so that it presents a current listing of BMD information on the individual Soviet officials.
The 3ND Handbook would appear to contain all information passed to the 2ND
by KUBARK.

b. In view of UJDROWSY's intimate connection with BND Soviet
operations and his statement that he photographed every document of any
interest for the KGB, we have to assume that the BND Handbook of Soviet
Personalities in the Federal Republic and any changes or additions to it
were passed to the KGB on a continuing basis. UJDROMSY has not admitted
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having identified the information originating with KUBARK as such, but
the KGB would have little diffieulty guessing the source in the ease of
) and() or PJNOCTORNS. The KGB is tnen aware of two fundamental factors in =BAR( operations against the Soviet target in West
Germany: a) =ARK intellisenee on Soviet personalities originates to
a large extent with defectors and previously with PJNOC1URNII, and b) the
KUBARK intelligens, is shared with the BUD and probably with other German
servioes such as the BON

to

o. The leads obtained by . POB from =ROM and the audio °per*.
*Ilona directed aeminst Soviet installations may well have been worthless
at the outset do. to Soviets,assumption that all individuals having
more or less eantinuing
Soviet officials would have been pmmft
vicusly reeruited by the Wiest Oerman serviees and that all telephones are

monitored. It should be noted, nevertheless, that the KGB was given irrefutable evidenes that not only do the West German swot.** use these methods
but, of grester'sigulfleames, the:yore aided and abetted Or the A15.
Furthermore, the MOB
weean :Impartiality to observe a eonfliet of
gives
operational interests between the IND. and KUBARK arising from the fast
that both ~vises had AMISS 10 MARDVIR material. A pertinent example
is the ease ot (
) a rather ambiguous vC
) used by
the Soviet Satesey and Wade Mission. At one period (
) was receiving salaries from both the SMD and SUBARK. We have to assume that the KGB
noted with interest the Grossing of operstonal wires between the BND and
KuBARK and were interested in teeming which service had priority in exploiting operational leads origioating with the =ROVER material. (The
BND enjoyed the *Aims privilege of retaining the full services of,C
_)
de The above is a very brief review of the type of KUBARK information available to the Prenktert Base and from uhleh Soviet target personalities in the German Pederal Republie were selected. UJEROWSY has undoubt.
edly reported to or oontirmed to the KGB relevant details originating with
KUBARK forming the basis for the selection of targets in the Soviet oomm
munity.
3. MILItemowlepme QUIMINOMOoseitioeol Methods'

a. An approach to a Soviet target perecoality was planned based
on the intelliemmee obtained free a detester, as desert:led above briefly.
In the German Federal Republis medh an approach and most attempted ponetratione of the Soviet target would have bean 000rdinated with the BUD
and/or the Bff until the end of 1960, when FOB's policy on 400041ration with
) information sonthem' servieee uss modified as sresalt of the C
corning a KGB penetration of the NM
b. One example of earlier FOB planning, illustrative of KUBARK
operational methods, was the proposed approach to Venality Romenovioh
SITNIKUW in March 1959. To recapitulate briefly, SITNIKOV was identified
) at the time of the latter's defection in Vienna in February
by (
1954, as the chief of the U.3./gland Section of the KGB Residentura in
Vienna. SITNIXOW . had been in Timms about two years as of 1954. In January
1959 it was learned from a Br. list of Soviets requesting German visas that
sITNIKOV was .being sesisned to the Soviet Arboosy in Bonn. The information
waereoeived about two seethe biters tho pablioation of the IAfteespaaine
) mabsequent book. Coerdinate-4-0-7 11mm ing for
articles bowed on (
an approach to SITIRKOV, either to indium a defection or to offer harrow,moot, was undertaken between the Frankfurt Base and Headquarters. Both
West German services, the BUD and the Bef..were involved in the planning
and WEMOWEG as the MD rtlemeelobattae . Portisi palled in most of the eon.
formes.. The proposed wreath to MUNDT was eaneelled beam's the
opinion in Hoodopertere me tint the propedends voles of C
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articles and book would be redmeed if the NOD *melded to exploit the
approadh to =maw as a premien& ecumter-measure. V. most assume .
for the reeord that the DMB. via =NOM, was currently informed of all
dismission.; that the saB knew the initial targeting was based on defector
information; that the
NOE
he both
Vest derma serviette were involved and
what role wee to be plowed vip emb in the operation; that the XOE was in.
formed of the f 1 nemeds1 and other eassitseuts =ARK was willing to make,
including the sere of 11213X094 0 tooily, Ito. SIT(UOV was reealled in
July 1959, having served a imamt six months of his tour.
c. The ease of (I
) was sited above as an example of an oper.
&Lionel lead obtained troolUMMOFERImOWe gal. Although this is not a new
type of operatiomal astivity, the X09 obtained evidence via GUMMY that
the MD was Ahmeftwith NOM the material from WDROPER
in the Federal
Republic, and the ZOE almost sericildjrwas informed that the Bff, the
BND's sister servioe, was not out in on the =MOVER product. No must
also assume that the XDB is well informed on the =Unto! the teehnical
ebaistme00 provided hy =ARK to both the BID and the Bfit in mounting audio
operations and an the problems arising from the rivalry between the two
West Demme serviseeibieh X0DANK emeommtered,
44 teals at oporatiomo. sourally, have not been shared with
the BIND. V. Monet ammo, immallimboso f that many of the emigre DA operations
whiah were directed br the NMI& Operations Oremp are known to the END.
This aseumption is based an the teat that, frequently, the agent was traeed
with the END when the operatidu first developed, or the unavoidable emigre
gossip mill brought the asset to the attention of the BUD. It is fairly
oertain that (
) for sample, was known to UjDNO10Y as a MARK
double agent but no positive meet exist. that AC
) another XUBARK
DA operation of long standing',..was revealed to the END as a MARK double
Meet.
e. One incident has aroused the semi/ion that ,(

) ray also

be eanteminated by the MN& a &mast 1961 FOE learned from the list of

Soviet visa applioatioms resolved from the EtV that one Seriatim Dmitriyevioh
ORICRISIEHIV use to be assigmed to the Soviet Sebasay in Bonn as a highranking diplomet. OR the basis of the reporting from (
) and a photo.
graph Shown to c
) ONMEDNICNIVems identified as the XOE intelligence
offieer eke bed birdied
) dmring the latter's
.sponsored trips
to Noseew and else darbigidis
visits to Mel Berlins UJEMOM3Y was arrested
in November 1961. appmenimetely tee somas after ONSCNIENCNEV's visa was
granted and aygremimmtely llem date Whem he meld have ePieared in the Federal
Republis. As of Amgmet 196S, sae year after the visa applieation. ONSONIENCNEV
has not appeared tallest deemmmy. inasmadh as OJDNOWSY has not been very
oommunieative in his debriefing br the German legal arsons, we do not have
oonfirmation or our suspicion that ONNOM1NN200 r was oonneeted with UJDNOWSY
) V.meet hum the possibility that the
directly or thremgh C
) operation is ales knew' te the 110114.
TI

4. DeeelmsinAS

On the heels of svidsmee ehteLmed to dmte regarding UJDNONEY's
knowledge at no l o preeleme AMA? operomsoos, we helve good mows to believe
that almost all MOM assmitir prier to Deeember 1960 was revealed to some
degree to the tel wvammonr. Although the operational methods and the
teehnieal eqmipmmet were met oespletely origimal and the rationalisation
that the MOO, amdemhtedly seemed sea activity wee taking plea*,
can be mode
we hove to flee the test %hates lost what reporting Oversee we pois000map
)1 whisk were predmeing s.me intersudion on
whether WONOVINK or the (
the Soviet odor, th NON SWUM P400111 iMpublis. times we Weems aware that
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UJDROWSY was a KOS penetration of the BIND. we have been attempting to
rebuild, by MOMS of unilateral operations, reporting SOWOOS With *00011141
to the Soviet offielal eeennelty end (hopeenlly) knowledge of Soviet
intelligence operations in the Federal Ampublic. Ibis is and will be a
elow.proogias for two remnant a) the UJENOWSY experialee has taught us
that we oust basisally aim at unilateral operations, even though 000rdina.
tion with lona serviees provides eortain short.outs, and we enall oontinsw
to hare to work with liaises on some septets; b) the xaB oan anticipats
nany of our operational severs* Was some pattern is followed as has
been in the pest eight to ten roam

SECRET/EYES ALONE

TAB F
Paper Prepared by the BND for Presentation to the BUNDESGERICHTSHOF

The attached paper was prepared by the BND for the Bundesgerichtshof, specifically for the use of the pre-trial judge in
his interrogations of FELFE and CLEMENS. The paper presents the
history of the BND INDEX staff, outlines,the FELFE and CLEMENS
roles in betraying the activities of the staff to the KGB, and
summarizes the KIRPICHEVama:PRIPOLTSKV cases, documenting how
FELFE betrayed the former and how, despite his denials, most
probably betrayed or attempted to betray the latter.
Section V, paragraphs 8 through 13, concern FELFE's attempt
in late May 1962 to smuggle out of prison, a summary of the
operations involved in tapping the telephone lines of the Soviet
Embassy and Trade Mission in West Germany.
The briefing paper goes into considerable detail in pointing
out how the Soviets, through FELFE, were not only able to protect
the security of their personnel and operations in the Federal
Republic, but were also able to a certain extent to direct the
course of the counter-intelligence effort against them often
calling the shots of the Western services.

SECRET/EYES ALONE

Attachment to EGMA-5.:
TRANSLATION

I.
The Es-,ablishing of

and the Mission of the INDBX.Staff

1. The establishment of diplomatic relations between the Federal Government and the Government of the USSR on 9 September 1955, which in January 1956
led to the first preparatory measures connected with the opening of a Soviet
Embassy (hereafter referred to as SE), resulted within the UPHILL He
following lengthy preparatory studies and conferences, in the grounding on 9
January 1956 of the INDEX Staff. *This staff was entrusted with working out all
intelligence questions arising within DP1ILL, with regard to its mission from
the Federal Government, resulting from the establishment of a Soviet Embassy in
the Bonn area. The SfV organized an "IMMO Staff" with a similar mission at
the same time.
2. On the basis of pre-var German experience with Soviet missions in
Berlin and on the basis of the experiences of other western security services
with Soviet missions operating in their capitol cities it was clear that, in
connection with the monitoring of anticipated Soviet activity in the Bonn area,
It would be difficult in specific cases to differentiate clearly enough between
machinations of various elements of the Soviet intelligence services on the one
hand and the "normal" political-diplomatic and commercial Soviet organs on he
other hand to make possible a completely logical and definitive separation be-:
tween the missions of WEILL and the lifV. As the basic premise it was agreed
that the security/police typedefensive monitoring of the SE would fall
the BfV while UPHILL, in line with its mission, would assume responsibility
for offensi•e investigative and counter intelligence activities.
3. It was to be expected (and these expectations were consequently borne
out) that the SI and the Soviet Trade Mission additionally established in 1958
(hereafter referred to as the STK) you'd be active in the following areas of
equal interest to the VII and UMILLt
a) The preparation and.earrying out through the use of conspiratorial
methods of espionage, sabotage, infiltration, confUeion, and other illegal operations in inner and foreign political, military, scientific and technical and
commercial areas as well as activities directed toward eastern immigrants living
within the 3RD (hers in general lie the responsibilities of the various elements
of the Soviet secret and intelligence services);
b)

The overt and covert (according to Soviet terminology: opera-

tion• 1) cooperation with Communist, pro-Soviet, neutralist, left-and-right-

radical, intellectual and other groups within the BIRD which are interested in
an intensification of Garman-Soviet contacts and which allo y themselves wittingly or unsittiney - to be used in support of Soviet efforts directed

- 2 -
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against the constituted government of the Federal Republic. txperiesse has
shown that the groups of persons enoompassed here are vieved by the Soviets
asareservoir of polities' and intelligence agents and are therefore
studied carefully end cultivated. (Mere the 'normal" organs of Soviet diplomscy work closely together with the interested agencies of the secret and
intelligence services.)
• As might hewe been anticipated, the practical necessity for developing
the basic knowledge needed fur the successful unaltering of this secret activity
led to a satisfactory type of cooperation between the INDEX and IRMO Staffs
which was established
an • case-to-case basis and which was characterised by
the exchange of all informatics developed by both staffs.

5. WEILL staff officer CAMAS, as Chief of the Staff *Positive Operations
Against the OSSR,' took charge of the MIX Staff as of 9 January 1956. The
day-to-day operations of the staff NTS heeded up by the representative of the
.
Counterintelligence Orme*,
were in continuous contact with those
governmental agencies, particularly the Iff, which 11POTO interested in the Soviet
Embassy.

10JDROW8T, 111tMON

and the IN= Staff, 1956 • 1959

1. =mown vas n .o t a member of the MIX Staff between Jaauary 1956
and February 1959. For this reason, =MOSSY was at first only quite generally
informed about its establishment, organisation and missions. Nevertheless, in
view of his position as Referent fer Operations Against the RIS within the
Counterintelligence Group, he had, from the beginning, the necessary opportunities to monitor relatively closely the development of this undertaking du* to
the similarity of alesions.
2. DIJDROWST got a closer look at the detailed work of the IRDSIX Staff
from July 1956 on when OMSK
was *barged with the job of building a small
INDEX sub-office in the cologne/hems area for carrying out the operations
which come to the attention Of the IMMIX Staff.
who was detailed to Cologne to assist =RIM during the
3. c_
summer and till of 1956, was able to Make the following personal observations
during this time: At that time, MUMS! regularly contacted UJTMDM during his
business tripe to Cologne. the *Metal reason for these meetings remained
could ascertain, •
completely unelear; the visits had, as far as C:
purely private, comradely character, although UJDRUM used than to relate to
U.ANONST all the details of his own official MIX activities. Re did so,
_D in order that ULTDROWSy , vho was a "poweraccording to what he told C.
odouarters,"
could
open the eyes of the ones up there"
ful man within the asp
to the practical difficulties facing U.TDRUM with his 5 1 l TIMM unit. From

•3-
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the discussions UjDRUM end =Ma had during duty hours (and (
) was
privy only to these) it could be concluded that the pair regularly met privately
after duty hours to the extent possible under the circumstances. The official
UPHILL files indieate that between 30 June and 17 November 1956, UJDROWS/ made
seven duty trips to Donn end Cologne. (
) is of the opinion that practically all of these tripe afforded an opportunity for the indicated type of
metting between the two Soviet agents. (
) could also ascertain that
UJDROWST was informed well and in detail about the majority of IN
matters
brought up by Unita.
4. WERUK stated ( p 7 of the Protocol) he had betrayed to the R18 "about
half" of what he learned officially between July 1956 and the time of his being
replaced as Chief of the INTEX
Subunit in March 1958. If one accepts as correct this quite vague admission, then one may conclude that with the facts provided by UJDRUM, the RIB possessed broad enough knowledge to levy well-conceived
questions on UTDROMST and thus had, through UnROWSY, the possibility for determining the reasoning behind and the background of the individual missions a/signal
=RUM by the Munich IIMIX Staff to include ultimate objectives toward which he
was being directed things which DjTMUM could not report to the 1I8.
5. The combined treasonable activities of UJDRUM and UJIIROWST in the first
IN
epoch 1956/1058 may have taken the same fora described by UJIIROWST for
1951/1952 during his interrogation on 30 November 1961, appearing on page 71
of the interrogation report. At that time (1951/1952), WDRUM worked in Munich
and UJDROWSY was a member of UJINNIM's supervisory staff in Karlsruhe. During
his business trips to Mnnieh, =BOWS! contacted UJDRIM, discussed with UJDRUM
those cases he (=RUM) was working on or knew about officially, (cases) which
UJDROWST "likewise was able to read in Karlsruhe," and "informed UJDRUM of the
evaluation and plans" of the 1Carlaruhe Staff. The material assemble in this
manner - at least UJUSOWST claims - was passed on to the RIS by WDRUM. In
view of =RUM'. apparently limited ability for written reporting, one probably
does not err in the assumption that the written text of the messages transmitted
to the PIS in 1951/1952 &timed from UjDNOWST and not =DRUM.
6. In this connection, it mast be pointed out that during his period of
employment with MILL, DJIMOW8Y wee shamelessly curious and recognised as such,
and that with disregard for all standing security regulations and through the
fabrication of alleged or the twisting of actual interrelationships between his
operations and the official autism of other departments and areas he was able to
garner_ information, the access to which would normally not have been granted him.
The INEX area of operations naturally furnished UJDROWST a particularly opportune point of departure for his technique of conducting operational
liscus•ions since IMMEX in the first analysis attempted to monitor
he activity of the RIS, (the same activity) with which U./DROWSY was also engaged. What knowledge of INDEX matters UJDROWSY won in this manner prior to
February 1959 can today no longer be reconstructed since the incidents were RA
a rule rather fleeting, must here appeared genuine to the persons with whom the
discussions were held, and because written protocols covering the innumerable .
discussions carried out in this manner were not made.

'
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7. UPHILL staff offieer C. :3 who headed-up the *retch IMMIX Staff
eLnd supervised the Cologne sub-edTiee fron January 1956 until June 1958,

continually complained about OODSONST's open and concealed prying into INDEX
matters.
8. During the interrogation on 4 December 1961, UJDROWSI admitted he was
questioned by the BIB on 31 August 1957 Or at an earlier meeting "in what vay*
the intelligeeee activities agm4mat the Soviet
asay in Bolandseck vere carried
out." Se claimed be had been 414 to give the B1S no satisfactory answer* at
the time since be *knee as good as nothing. (Protocol, p 91) In a further
sxatement on this subject on 12 February 1962, 01111SOW8T attempted to create
the impression that he vea aware of the operational activity of 0PS1LL against
the SE end the STK only from February 1959 on. Be explained things with the
sem* *lent to C_

J end C

on 27 April 1962 whereby be stated he

had "first begun to concern hinselfwith the Inn Complex in 1959 or 1960."
(p 116, pars 150 of the ICIUMCretert)

9. In these admissions aimed at playing down the actual facts, UJDBOMSY
between July 1.956 and March 1958 he learned the
complete *cope of the MEI operational activities froa =RUC By the same
token, he did not mention that not only in this period but also in the fallow-

obviously omitted mention that

ing time span - until February 1959 (when =RUM no longer had access to INDEX
information) - he mods considerable attempts to gather and no doubt gathered
the very information vhielt he needed for the satisfaction of the RIB requirements through cleverly arranged official discussions within WEILL of the type
outlined to paragraph 6.
10. In conclusion it can be said in characterizing the work of the INDEX
during the first three years of its existence (1956/1959), that during
this period so-called basis maborialmas iatbarod almost to exclusion: informa-

Staff

tion *boat personnel and procedures with regard to organisation, functions
coon/settees end methods of opmratisa of both Sovietinstallations ‘(feets),
which are eseeatiel for thee,.. Mifaift it is to detect threscds of Secret
intelligence activity coospLimatorily eibedded vi thin the broad street of official and innocuous activity. and oontaots, During this period, the INDEX Staff
did net uncover nay genuine totalities** contacts by a functioaary of either
of the Soviet missions Alia meld have alloyed unaLL to penetrate it using
counterintelligemee techniques (something the BIT ISM200 Staff accemplithed
several times, see section IV, below). It is heuever, OPSILL's opinion that
mere knowledge of the fact that the work of the ISM Staff was, until 1959,
in a large sense that of collection end collation which had not yet resulted
in an operational penetretion of an Intelligence operation of either of the
Soviet mieeions was of great worth to the BIB in that it allowed tame to perry
thane security sod control measures encountered fraa the Gorman side and to take
effective 1110MOUVIS of their wen.
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ma staff

1. A foolamentel tmeming-peint *ems on I March 1959 when tureatrin, folloving • brief period Or reeding-dm, vies charged with operational responsibility
for the IIESX Staff. Pram this moment until the day of his arrest, =MOWS! had
access to:
All prerimm04 vas sad concurrently developed it of inftrmation
State concerning personnel, organisation, contacts, end
illegal and legal activities of the BZ and the STK augmented by collateral in
mode available by German agencies and friendly services;
a)

of the IRMSX.and IMOD

b) Official entree to all governmental, administrative and police/
intelligence agencies of the Federal Republic as yell as to non-official organs
which were interested in the SR end the ST( for political, economic, cultural,
security or other groumds end vhoee objectives, plans and decisions he had
opportunity to learn end in part to influence;
c)

Extensive latitude inhereat in his mission to decide whieh observa-

tional or operational prejeets of urn= should be seised upon, carried out,

attacked in force er ignored by the =X outside assets of UPHILL now subordinate to him.
2. The systematic explavitatios of the chances offered him by the XIS
through the .111.71 I A" case bed already brought UnSOWST a close and absolutely
officially backstopped oomteat 'with the WE.LL Political Collection Group. It
had also aft:ode& him the - from ease to ease yell grounded - entree to the
Sicherunip.Oreppe of the NM, to the MV amd to the security personnel vi thin
the Foreign Office, the ?Morel cheaccUare Office and the Federal Press and
Information Office as well as to the appropriate agencies of the DS intelligence
serviees. It is also obvious that the INMEX area of operations newly assigned
UJESOWSI mnst hove oomtribated to a considerable degree toward reactivating
previously established official contacts through new, highly interesting topics
of discussion mad toward viamiag for his new contacts within and without the
Federal Government of Germany thick were of the highest worth to his actual
employer, the HIS.

3. The prertoual.y cited admission by =WWI on 4 December 1961 (pp 90
and 91 of the Protosel)males clear that the EIS vas continuously
interested in the 'Donn relationships, and relied particularly on his to be
informed about the °question of the cooperation between UPRILL, the ABDO and
the If!," and of the "cooperation of the various agencies (intended were: the
Foreign Office, the Federal Chancellors Office, etc.) with the Err and UPHILL,"
and to receive reports ooneerming "ways in which the intelligence activities
against the Soviet Inbassy in Rolanaeck would be carried out."
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4. The RIB thirst for infOrmation expressed here naturally lid not come
from abstract attempts to win theoretical latowledge about the bureaucratic
divisions of responsibility in Bonn. AA =EOM himself states, the questions the RIB EIREhkmgxlevied upon his have a deeper meaning Which is
obviously the Blfir-irjrirational plan to use its well-placed pair
of agents, UjDRUM and UJIMOWST, for, among other things, the pro:action of
the illegal activities of the Soviet Embassy in Rolandseck and, later, the
Soviet Trade Mission in Cologne. In this respect, the alleged information
passed to the B1S by =MOM is simply as unbelievable as the alleged naivelyphrased questions of 'Alfred's" about organisational truisms.
5. The RIB k n • w that through the "LEIRA" case and through (his)
handling of security oases with other Federal agencies, that the agent USDBOMSY,
h i a • * 1 f, was involved in the 'cooperation between the various agencies."
The RIB knew that =SOWS/ bad much greater insight than =BUM into the
"intelligence activities against the SR," and the RIB knew that from 1
March 1959 on =MST as MILL** non case officer personally , took considerable part in this work.. If, then, befor• March 1, 1959 the BIB directed
questions to =MST which even distantly resembled throe* outlined in paragraph 3, above, these questions could have been asked only for a concrete reason
with regard toa specific case. By claiming that he first gained
access to BMX matters from February 1959 on, WDROWST could have successfully
avoided to that point even being asked shout specifics.
6. If the BIB posed to tummy questions about 'Bonn relationship*" and
the organisation of the effort against the Soviet Embassy after 1 March 1959,
It could have been even nor* certain than before that =EMT was in the position to and prepared to either answer such questions immediately free his own
khovillistae or, themAs to his official entree to the Bonn agency in question, to
make speedily the necessary inquires and to report.

The KIVITOCHIV stra WOUNIV

Cass*

1. As particularly characteristic of the type of operations for which the
RIB expected to us* =MOM in his new capacity as INDBX Chief, the successfully
, who operaexecuted rescue operation involving the B1S cello officer KIWI
ted in the BRD until 21 February 1061, might be cited. One th,scka Conceit in
this instance for his reluctant confession of having arranged a rather nice
success for the B23: Be bed, as UJIMUM stated on p 6 of the krotocol, asked
UJDRUN sometime during 1961 to query the so-called "Alfred" "If everything worked
out and KIRFITSCBEW got out all right," • question which "Alfred" answered TJJDRUM in the affirmitive. In view of this clearly incriminating consequence of
his own professional error, =MOWS! saw himself forced, on I. February 1962, to
retract first., the false version of the KIEFITSCREV affair given in considerable

7
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detail ea 21 levombor 1961 ami 'attested to subeeqemntly. Is then aimed a
statement (pp 269.111) semsermime the ittametem ease - still sustaining
no ineseemeeloo but be gieelly egireaehing the truth mere closely - in
Amick he portroyed himself la the Anal role Oa protector for a
advisor to the Soviet iatelligeboe
R18 case offloor in theas
*Seed
central in 1hr1aberet. igmering the eoineideatal sad ehemee-attributed
character midi& UMW imparts Is his amount to ommeeel that this vas s
his
p lensed mod • eves
firsom esmeistently treesenable eetivities classic •perattou4 then the feats indleate thats
2. theretir prier to 11 FOlormagy 1961 (seeerdiag to WEMO(ST; the memorondos aLlegmetyproesered bpAtimisemmemmiag the matter sonnet be /sestet in
his files), 1371111411W1 loans* in the sourer of a routine wit-xmorme conferee**
in Calegme . that drift seratiee earreilleeee ef 112,211101t, a member of the
soviet frieght as* tramper% tmeuremee tittles "MAO" in lemhurg, conclusive
evident** or the mal e lataliewase motivates had hese uneeverei, raising the
Polleib4lit7 of obbeetive astir aseimet 111I riliciele At 1372410btrs next meeting in Barite 'with his Soviet ease Ones, laid& took pleas - by donee? .00n thereafter, mealy ok 11 February 1961, 'Alfred' posed to him - by tbanma 'the gumption ores:Diem Soviets mho had been in the Federal begehlic or . vho, in
part, *ere presently residing thaws."' Ludlow among the persons named to 1317mom by the 218 me sarracuir - by eheme0 In respells*, =MOM informed
the MIS offieer that he reseal: - by Okayama - heard that PaiiTZSCIIV had been
engaged in prover isitallisesee eettvities med that executive action sea planned.
umowar alleaselay lift umebeeered the IIS offieer's leestieme about details,
Portiwilmar rifemilmg the awes of the ifT infOrmatima.
•
3. 2he RIB them abbot maimmrliiither it weld eadanger him if the Soviets
"mndertisek memeibiag4" 12910111 replied that hooe y no danger to himself if
EMPT2110111 vine vilbirmea few*, MID %ilk the meeessary turns.' In his
seureedges, 117111111111 unit op too SO to salt that the suggestion that normaogv
oemli fall tile dorbmgabeidamee trtp Is lest Berlin miglat hese ortginated
vith
4- Diweelar tellsetai Sias testithe 'with his Soviet use officer (ascoriing
to the files, as 16 robsiow 1961), mom by °bowel oonforrei im Menieh
'with the VOW UMW .
14 Is Imermed room him details of the mounter espionage ease in IMAM
ins imeebred imeluiimg the crypts's,* ("Iritio")
used by the en ter the esetera emigre in esatest 'with both oropromor omd the
EfV. In sommection 'with this emoting,
allegedly reported to the MS
via a letter eseteletig more* vrittag 'roughly.. follows":

=Km

"In the latrilOMEW matter, exeestive action planned. Measures
as discussed peoeible."
5. Without defeht - to salary' upon DJMNOWBY's clouded cod misleading
ampsunt • he reported to the ill vbat he knee about the date planned for
EMPIIMOSIro arrest in thie ir aethesqueat memsege. At the 16 February
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meeting mentioned above, =MOT learned that a formal interrogation of.na.itik"
would be held in Munich ea 21 February by representatives of the SG of the BXA
for the purpose of preparing the legal basis for the subsequent move planned

against XIMPITOCIOW in Ilemburs. Mother =MOM also learned at the some time
that the action voild tabs place en 23 February cannot be ascertained from the
nemoraniMma for the files prepared by his concerning this nesting. In any ease,
with the date 21 February, the RIB bed a . "terminue, ad ime: they knew that
until at least this AIM*, they 'sold still sueeessialy snatch 11PITOCEIV out
of the arms of the Oernma penes.

6. The exfiltratima of ICERMOCIILY engineered by TWONOW8i, as far as can
reconstructed trim MEM files, Lost the torn that MIRPTTOCM2V left Staburg
the afternoon of 21 February, spat the nigbt . of 21/22 February in the Betel
"Gretenhoe is the immediate visimity of the 82 in 2e1andse0k (the possibility

be

cannot be

excluded that this oversightiagvma fabricated) and - by which

cannot be determimed - arrived

is lest

ROOMA

Derlinty early morning on 22 February.

This speratiesives yrseseded, asoompeaded mad followed by a rash of
informations deliberately spreed by the 212 with the now clear purpose of
indirestly shielding from possible suspicion OUTOONST, the very perm* who prevented illinIMMOW's arrest. It would erased the seeps of this presentation if
the details of these clever Mill efforts which vere blended into other cases were
ennumerated here. isolated incidents shield suffices
7.

false

a) Three* a deception type telephone comversation (UJIMOMBY betrayed
to the RIB that OFEELL tapped the talwphone limes of the Soviet Missions, see
p 307 of the Pretees1), the RIB comviased the German agencies as late as the

afternoon of 21 February that MPTIOCEST weld return to Neeburg by the evening
of 23 February from a trip upon 'which be was about to depart. WEILL passed
this report to the DIV.

b) Ihe stabmmmet 'bleb XXIMOONIT's wife meds in Hamburg 25 February
to the effect that bar hombemd ves 'severely ill in Berlin," vs* "confirmed" by
C telephone eall tram the Mit in, last Berlin to the SIM in Cologne on 16 March,
amd =MOW immmilatalipmsood
the telephone tap.

to the

WV this "confirmation"

which be got via

c)Oa 27 Febeuary,
employees of the Soviet Memburg office (among
whom vas an OPULL soiree •
betrayed to the /118 by =MONT) were
notified officially that
been stricken by on inflamed appendix",
10112 coafteet to a Sera*
• eta. =MOM also passed this report to
the
in a routine mommer, althe;gh for soma reason not until 13 March.
d) On

3 Merck, XXIFTIOCIIMVs mite, traveling via Rolandseck to join

her husband in Mast Barna, stated
by the UPHILL source aeatioaed is

in such amemmer that it would be overheard
sub-paragraph e, that she had been under
surveillaome in laniburg by an unkaowa person when she hod also spotted previously observing her Muse. =MOM also passed this RIB fashioned bit of
deception information to the WV on 13 Mirth.

-
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e) On 8 1107 1961, the 1111r IMMOO Reforest passed to moony , himself,
the last report to our to IONtlios attention regarding the RIS efforts to shield
their agent UJIMOVEM neea4 the R/S, using oonspiratorial means, hod notified
"Kritie by letter that IOMPIISCIOW fled the Pictorial Republic for security reasons
since be bed been ismiler surveillanee during his lost meeting with "Xritic."

8. TO the outsider, It might sees a oonstruetion after the fact if the above in paragraph 7, a) through c) - telephonic utterances of Soviet functionaries are mow presented es PIS *Mete to protect their agent WDROWST indirectly
from any suspieicas pedatimg lemur& Mgt. livever, in this connection, a statement
should be pasted out Adak vas sods by ome of 01711ROWST'5 one-time prison metes
in Magna One Ott, IMMO (see p 6 of the report of his interrogation Into
his relattOaships vith WINIONST):
occurs to no ... that =ROM once
told as that the Messige secret service haw that the telephone lines of the
Mission end the lebasey La the redeye' Megablle Imre tapped and that the Soviet
service there/bre purposely peesed on false information. =MST told as that."
9. For understesdlabia veggies, =WM bad me comment on saki of the incidents outlined
in paragraphs 5 to As, shore, even in his revised version of the
KDIRPTIOCIEBT operation. Me eemeleded bie reoounting of the events "after careful
consideration' mite the aeseitien that be had given the RIR "no tip concerning
the Bf, agent," sine, be (this ley 'within the framework of his interrogate.
tactics followed in other lastemees) 'did not vile to betray the Immo,' end
"also did me* viSh bs sOdeseir 11110441.° Mivever, in a manner cempleteay character-

OPeriebega iso thin':

istic of hi*,
a)

Mesa

did not bearer
himself, the* it
Berlin id*

reverted

Apereely erodible mad meoheekehle . 4aLa teat be
Allow* emrerthalese be clear ewes to 07EMORRY,
On little strait to rosiest:met ia Bast
.466016,411000arldte the deals spat meet here bean rho
1111110V

b) MherrMION InnOOK1.01111dmmelt admit that the risk he personally
the 'with the resalteat resell of
If!,
iaRnIfalge, ego is ItteiLrAik
Ahem ....awl therefere not eampemmdable by the assatag to the XIS La ..St INU et ea entire residing in weet Oermmny.
ran by-betraying theAMOOmm, -

10. Ibis 11:12Pnitillff sees

ted4igtee 'Pith ample clarity*

a) That SIMMOMMT yea prepared or mould be forced by his case officer to
take upon himself comidatehle pereesal risk in order to serve the goals of the
RTS and to frustrats . the efforts of the German authorities;
b) That =MOM had no seruples *bout sacrificing the interests of the
Federal Republic in a ease 161411 be - eseueing as credible his innumerable protestations in this regard - absolutely could not have been forced to betray to
the RIS because he mould hare later hod the possibility - in the face of a successful arrest of KIRPTTBOOBV - to tell his (Ili) case officer that the WV had not
informed hint of their intentlems (exactly 'snot be claimed to have done in the
FR/POLZIN case' outlined in renewing paragraphs);

- 10 -
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c) That =MOSSY most have betrayed to the HIS so Reny fundamentals
of the IMMIX complex that it was possible for the Soviet
agencies to take the daftesive measures described in paragraph 13, above, (sic)
(probably parsigrapti 7, Abovo), Inc form that, as the outcome proved, accomplished
the desired result.

end so many details

11. A second, similar affair took a completely different tack. In course

of the routine exam** of istoymation between the INDIGO and INDEX Staffs,
GJDROWST learned an 8 Nay 1.961 in Colowee; as can be determined from a memorandum for the record dated 16 Nay 1961Tound in his official files, that the MV
had obtained comeassiss evidence of intelligence activities on the part of the
engineer V. A. FREPOLEIV, a member of the USSR DI in Cologne, and hold it under
control in the fora of a *canter espionage case with the goal of initiating
action by the . sxmoutiva authorities against PRIPOIZIV at the appropriate time.
During the cows* of a further discussion at the MV, regarding which =ROWS!

prepared a mmmoramilmn on 17 July, be learned that PRIPOIZSV was active as the
RIS case officer in three cases monitored by the MV, and that it was assumed
in Cologne that be was an officer of the military intelligence service of the

USSR, the GM

12. WEMOMffr's admission on p 139 of the Protocol that he had "knowledge
of the OLmmeedsmommres far a long period of time prior to PRIPOLZSV i s arrest"
which was eubseweemtly, is fact, actually carried out on 25 August 1961, agrees
with the facts of the ease. From nueber 9 of the list of BSI's which the RIB
handed 0671MOV5Y in ?lemma in September 1961, sod which was sieved at the time
of his arrest on 6 Normebor 1961, (the passage is repeated on p 138 of the
Protocol) it is indicated that the HIS wanted to know, "why were, for example,
the preparatleme for the arrest of PlINIMEIT not reportedl u Concerning this
question, also poeed his orally, a:meows! claims he was able to convince the
so-called "Alfred" "only with effort " that he had no prior knowledge about the
PRIPOLZDV matter. (p 139) Also, after =ROM corrected on 1 February 1962
his false version of his role in saving ITRPITSCNIT to one Somewhat more
belieweable, be still continued to maintain - covered by the veitten "reprimand"
of the HIS - be had not betrayed the imminent arrest of PlaPOL224 to the Soviets.
(P 275, repeated on p 336 sod p 369 of the Protocol.)
13. Seeing that the arrest of,PRIPOLEIV was successfUl in contrast to
that of KIRPITSCON, one dould accept the cited statements of UMIROWSY's and
view than is oenfirmed (by the) facts. In this regard, one might conclude
that umpeowsr was afraid to go through again, as early as August, a risk Biel.ler to that be took in February end March. However, there is at least one
indication that afteowsr could also have been just as ready in this instance
to work for the HIS to the detrimont . of the Federal Republic. Namely, on 24
August 1961, DMILL staffer DORIZIRR, responsible for counter espionage matters
within the UPI= gorormasntal liaison office in Bonn, telephoned Munich and
requested the dispatch of a linguist who should support the officers of the
Sicherungs Gruppe at the arrest of PRIPOLVIV scheduled. for 26 August. In this
manner, =MOM learned on 24 August the date for the executive action, (a date) which had been carefully kept secret by the BfV and the SG prior to that
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time. UnSOMST ves "quite indignant" about the conduct of the BfV with regard
to him/mai (according te a menowendum made by DOCUMER at that time with regard
to the telephone conversation) and declared: "Why don't they tell us something

as important as that? And then with such 'Alert notice!" Be complained to
DURUM that the DIV had tell bin with regard to PRIP4121V, We are aware of

It but we intend no action for the present." In this situation, it meet te
viewed as completely possible that =RCM had the desire but not the opportunity to yarn the JIB, particularly since PRIPOLZIV's actual arrest took place
on 25 August.

V.
INDOZ OporstSowo MAIMMtaptlIEMMOOMG

1.

Ths statements unioNanroado an the subject of the intercept Coverage
of the telephones of the Soviet imbasey end the USSR Trade Mission are scattered
over pages 29e 6.7307 of the Protocol. They are characterized by an enormous
apparently directed toward possibly removing altogether or
lack of claritvand
•
at least reducing
considerably the treasonable character of what he "discussed*
with the RIB in this connection. "Summarizing" his deposition (p 307), =ROWSy
claimed that he had simply "confirne d" to the so-called "Alfred" that
such intercept emverace existed on both Soviet missions and bad "explained" to
his that they served the purpose of "datemedming the extent of the contacts to
German and oommereial Tirms." (P 307)
2. According to DOMMOWST's recollection, the BIS interest in this complex,
which was neither large vier even difficult to satisfy, arose only o n c e -

which wan first (said to be) "the end of 1959," (pp 304, 306) then later "either
on 5 &mullion 1959 in Vienna
or on 13 December 1959 in West Berlin." (p 307)
According to VIMMOMBY, the se—celled "Alfred" vas himself aware of the "legal
question" involved in this meesestitntional violation of the right of telephonic
privacy and even ohereeterise( this as "euiplately expected." Be was simply
interested in the fellewing two polotot
a) 2be Objective of these intercepts which =BOWS? described as
harmless mak to particular, not targeted against Soviet citizens (something
the so-called "Alfred" allowedly fund hard to believe.)

b) The addreeeee of both listening posts Idler* the nesessary technical equipment bed been *est up (te ebloh VUBMWST allegedly made no "precise
reply,' explaining, that the intercepts VOW. carried out "conspiratorily.")(p 305)
3. Pollowing this allegedly one-and-oaly discussion with the RIB on the
subject of the intercepts, "their interest was satisfied and no further discussions
ensued subsequently.

-•••■:^
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Gan agree in principle vithINUMMUSY's deposition that the BIS
viewed the tapping's! the telosphemes of milit establishments is foreign eouatries
as empletnly eapeeted. If, however, (the cootie& of) 11211MOWST's admitted
"oonlirmmtiee of this Soviet aseemptisa can be justifiably evaluated as other
than tresses", (it) does het eine within UPSILL purview (te judge). That even
the sere conlirmeties of emelt an assumption *an have enormous end not strictly
intalligenee resitlestiose is Shown in the single exempla of the BIS Oper ational engdeitatlek of the tapped telephone. touched upon in Section IV,
paragraph 7: through inlIONNY, the IS possessed certain knowledge that the
spreading of adeleeding teiheemadAmivith the help of telephone conversations
was ea ideal
of M'
the attempts of the Pest German authorities
to dtsoovernho bed betrayed aid thee thwarted the planned measures against
imumgeow. ti moot be.mederseered that this does not remain the ealy ease
in Whio411101 116.**010. ireertnmity offered it by VOIMONST served Its own
ends by engletttegte - the prejudice of the Siblhis very entity established to
protect the mseetity of the IRD.
. 5. Addittalieity, in Much 1959, then be took over the running of the rim
operatiemm, SOSSOMOT reeetved: frem-his prodeeedwar two files eontaintag detailed
reeertime 011 ail (ionfinise“, agromirats end asesures which had been mode and,
recpectfvely, serried out free 1956 on' by sr= end the Western and allied
intelligmmea servieos on the one hmed sod the reoponsible Federal agencies and
their subeadineate . umits ea the other tend regarding the matter of telephone tapping. These (Moe) ineludeds
a) Ihe MOM File in ebleh staff officer CASSIA, who had been appointed
to the poet bgr VISISIT (see Booties I, paragraph %Abe's) had preserved all
eorresieademee relating to the 'Relocation and execution of the intercept operation at the threlet.rsheney in bedandsock;
b) The MO001110101/1/e which breeght Lowther that smalessee material
perteiniog to the eihillregeresies ageibet the trede Mission in Cologne. In
contrast to the mufti Vile, Whisk for all tateate and purposes vas elmeed, this
latter file, ableh as elder* 1,59
vs . tat yet closed tine, the FMOOMMIG preparetions yore not yet eapplete, weft eemeineed byline:MY and finally brought
to oleos ealy on 30 Sileimber 1959 three.' the initiation of the intercept coverage.
6. It is self-oroMest thee the semtoote et both three files entrusted to
the Soviet agemt 11131111MITtast USN* been of eniaent interest te the STS:
a) Their operations] - intelligence
official value must be obareeterited as unusually groat foraservice
vbical, according to WIMONOT is eun admission (pp 90, 91) had a "particular
interest' is the eeoperetien of thelket Sermon and allied intelligence servicos
with Federal agencies sled (an interest) in the intelligence activities directed
11416Imat Os MOSS isstallatices 1KM:in the BM 'bare is laid bar, in concrete
documentary !Sri the neebosnUmiutteh moirLI. used to realise its Oblectives in
an area (of operations) in *Bibb it vas involved - in considerable part upon the
direct orders of the Federal Governing* - in secret cooperation with high governmental officials, gerrerimonta1 enemies and with allied intilli galle• service.-
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b) In addition, and in even greater mass, • politic•lpropagandistic boebehell lies buried in the information contained
in the files, (material) which most be viewed as particularly yell suited for
use in "expos4" eeis against the Federal Government and UPHILL. That
particularly this type of action, so characteristic of the RIB, is in no way
unknown to UJEMONST was admitted by =MOWRY himself - if only unwillingly and
after admonition - in connection with the AMMER affair in which he (p 181,
paragraph 230 of the MAK report) finally came around to stating that he had
been "pulled into" the "expos4 action."
7. =MOWRY has, until now, node no statement - since he hes not yet been
expressly interrogated in this regard - concerning whether he photographed for
the RIB all or portions of the contents of the HARM= and/or FRONMEING Files

or whether' he betmayed than totally or partially word-for-word or in summary

faahion through verbal, written or tape recorded reports to his case officer.
Since his probable betrayal of the status of the affairs cannot be proven, it
is to be expected that he will deny (betrayal).
8. In connection with the above, it is necessary to go into the content
of the clandestine letter .e:
found in two copies on the parsons of
WEROWSY's cell mates, OttOMEMIN and Josef KAUFMANN on 22 May 1962 and
turned over to the investigative authorities. In this remarkable document,
WDROWSY set forth in condensed for that very information concerning the
intercept coverage of the OBER missions in Germany which hoe allegedly did not
betray to the RIS and which from the political-propagandistic standpoint is
decisive. There is no addressee, but it appears from the statements of HERRMANN and KAUFMANN that the two documents - each identical - were to have been
sent to UJEMONSY's wife, whereby it is fully unclear at present what Fran
OninOWsrees supposed to have dome with thee to fulfill UnNOWSY's wishes in
the matter. "Ibe Altars course of the investigation will indicate 'Mother it
is possible to satisfactorily determine DIMOND* motive and the aim pursued
by him in this at:Um.

9. In our opinion it is conceivable that UjIIROWSY prepared
the document for the sole purpose of influencing the investigative authorities
by leading that toward a sort of pseudo-proof that he had up to that time given
a "truthful" account of his betrayal of the telephone coverage and that only
from his prison cell had he undertaken to betrey to the eastern services the
document's details. B. mny have - as judged from his perspective - considered
that he probably achieved the follinring Objectives, namely
a) One of his fellow prisoners would turn the message over to the
investigative authorities as anticipated, or
b) Hie wife would hand it over to the pre-trial ,)udge or an IIMILL
representative.
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10. At the some time, =mown oesId have been taking pains to create the
inpreeeiee with tbe inveePigettee authorities - sine* the original of the typewritten deeement is dad, that this first copy - by whatever method - was
succeoefully smaggled set Mt tho prison eat possibly delivered to the Soviet
Embassy, a recipient, it mmet be pointed out, closely involved with the *entente
of the document and (an establishment) vbieh =MOM once mentioned in a conversation with
UMW
(see
his interrogation of 24 May 1962, p 2). ?be motive in
this case could bet
a) The bepe of bettering his position by the involvement of, the Dundee
Cbeneeller se& the State Seeretory, thus restricting the course of the investigation, or
b)

A simple twills' of hatred and revenge.

11. Pinang, it is oobLptivable that WIIMOWST could have actually
beeh eaccessfel in doilivertmg Inib shove nentiomed - end to our knowledge not yet
located - original copy of the documest into the beads of a person with the eeene
to peas it on to the 3115 either directly or indirectly. In this way, the intorno.time contained within the decumonktwould be toacertein extent relea•ed
to than, that is to say, the use of that infamontion in an expeee'ceepaign directed
against the Federal Republic would be possible without the nI8' having to fear a
consequent endangering of rommowsr. positton.

7
'

12. In both closing persgesphs of the doeuments, =MOIST sttemptsd, as he
aloe did on p 30h of the criminal polies interrogation by the way, to create the
impression that be bed bed boor doubt (*hondscbss") about the travesty on the
postal seems, regalsnismo soma by the WI= teohnical operatioos. It is not
clear whither, these scruples 'rigged up only regarding the listening in Ime telephone coaveroatimme
or if they else cropped up in connection with the installation
of smile dOeiges. In the esuros of bis job as In= operational chief, =ROM
had
mood 'friths passim in both fOrms of toshmies1 operations in close coopersti vita the M. Soy osastitstod a mmjew part of the tasks newly aesumad by
Ma-ta NM" 1959, 11111 ‘01106 "Oat Plan SIMI Idalleet Priority by bin sad about
which he etated, sup Jege eras PrOtosolt
I found (it) quite intonation
sad I also food istisfsettms
in this 'wk.*
13. It is true that =mom potairkakuLay eolleeted item, from publicatioes :11
4
dealing with the ingolity ofires passaccu the privileged secrecy of the Poet and
1
that he preeemtski these to ble superiors. It is not tree, however, tbat he presented I. this logy °Nestles, to this porticolsr type of MILL operation in the
context that such ogesetions should be oencollod because of their violation of
1
the Constitution or that he declared Memelf nnvilling to participate in such
..;
aerations. Mare accurately, be defended thereby the opinion shared by MILL
1
that it vas necoseery to work eat a new legal basis for this substantive question
which bettor. protected the upaindwlo security interests of the eeentry than the--present regulations. In addition, it should be pointed out that WEROWST, if he
,
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was earnestly convinced that he as a governmant official had bairn drawn into

or forted to participate in the carrying out of illegal god unconstitutional
undertakings, had at any time not only the right but also the duty to at
least state to his Superiors that he could not reconcile such undertakings
with his conscianct.

